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2Abstract
In this paper we present some theorems and algorithms which might be basic for the motion 
and structure solution from plane and surface point correspondences. These theorems give the sim­
plest linear solutions of motion so far. Almost every theorem presented here has been verified 
directly or indirectly by experiments. The mathematical proofs of the theorems are also very sim­
ple. We also review some other algorithms and point out the disadvantages in them. We list other 
constraints for a rigid motion and then point out that 4 point correspondences on a general surface 
in two views might determine the motion to a finite number of solutions. We argue that the tradi­
tional 8-point linear algorithms will not always promise a consistent solution and hence the robust­
ness of them is limited. We propose a new criterion for optimal solution judgement and discuss the 
relatioship between long range motion and short range motion. Our algorithms differ from the tradi­
tional linear algorithms in methodology but not only in techniques. Our solution is linear and glo­
bally optimal satisfying all constraints because we search in a reasonable space. Simulation results 
are presented. These results show that it is possible to achieve acceptable accuracy with the current 
camera resolution by our methods.
Index: motion, stereo vision, depth, surface, rigidity, planar motion solution
1. Introduction
The motion problem is long unsolved because of the limited resolution of current cameras and 
the difficulty in feature matching. So far no algorithm shows that it works for real images taken by 
the real cameras. Because of the quantization error, most algorithms do not seem robust in motion 
parameter estimation. Hence many reseachers turn to use more than enough correspondences to get 
an optimal estimation in the sense of least square (Weng, 87). However we would like to point out 
in this paper that the current least square algorithms do not promise a robust solution. One problem 
is that the least square solution cannot guarantee that the more correspondences are used, the more 
accurate the the motion estimation will be. Aother problem is in that all these algorithms are two 
step linear algorithms which first solve an intermediate matrix or vector, say M , and then solve the
3motion parameters R and T from M . It is well known that the motion problem is intrinsically a 
nonlinear problem. To change it to a linear problem one must introduce an intermediate matrix or 
vector, say M , which must have more free variables than R and T . Thus the solution from M to R 
and T is overdetermined. This is not a problem if everything is accurate since we can always find a 
consistent decomposition of M into R and T . However in case of noise the "oveideterminedness" 
from M to R and T is not an asset but a liability. This is because of that for a matrix M of more 
free variables to be consistently decomposed into R and T of less free variables M must satisfy a 
necessary and surfficient condition. But M is sovled from the least square solution of the motion 
equations for many correspondences of all kinds of errors. Hence the unconstrained least square 
solution of M cannot guarantee a consistent decomposition into R and T . This problem is dis­
cussed in section 6 through an example in detail.
Another fact well known to most motion researchers is that at least 5 point correspondences 
are needed to get a finite number of motion solutions. However, by introducing some other physical 
constraints which are available from the correspondences, we argue 4 point correspondences in two 
views might decide the motion to a finite number of solutions. We shall give more independent 
equations than unknowns in four point correspondence problem. This will be discussed in detail in 
section 3. Since by reducing a point correspondence we greatly reduce the dimension of the non­
linear equations, thus a nonlinear solution from 4 point correspondences seems much more feasible 
than from the traditional 5 point equations. The physical constraints we introduce can not only help 
to solve the motion but also to judge the motion estimation. That is, all the physical constraints can 
be used to solve the motion as well as to serve the performance criterion for a globally optimal 
solution in case multiple point correspondences are available.
We also present some basic theorems for plane and general surface motion. Based on these 
theorems and those established earlier by others we suggest some algorithms for plane and general 
surface motion solution. However the emphasis of this paper is put on general motion solution 
from multiple point correspondences because this problem is essential. Almost every theorem 
presented in this paper has been verified by experiment. Our discussion here is mainly on monocu­
lar vision because it is also essential in motion analysis. But we presents some theoretical results for
4binocular vision.
Our solution of general surface motion is based on a planar model and thus only requires three 
correspondences by searching the fourth in a reasonable window for motion parameter estimation. 
But at least one more correspondence is needed for the judgement f the optimal solution. Several 
linear algorithms with 8-point correspondences were proposed by Zhuang ([22], 1986), Longuet- 
Higgins ([23][24],1981,1984) and Weng ([27], 1987), for general surface motion solution. How­
ever, since these algorithms use as many as 8 point coprrespondences, they seem less robust and 
have some problems in practice. First, the 8 points have to satisfy a surface 
assumption(Zhuang,[22]). But in practice, how can one assure that he can always find such 
correspondences? Second, to make the solution as robust as possible, these 8 points should separate 
as sparsely as possible. This requirement may cause problem in multiple object cases becasue one 
doesn’t know whether all these points belong to the same object before he solves the motion. Our 
method may relatively ease the problem because our solution needs fewer points. Third, these algo­
rithms are two step algorithms and hence have the problems discussed above. At last, they cannot 
deal with the pure rotation case and even small translation case in a unified form. This is because 
they do not have a unified criterion to judge which solution is best: pure rotation, or a rotation plus 
a translation. Problems with traditional 8-point linear algorithms are discussed in section 6.
It sounds strange that a planar model can solve general surface motion since a planar model 
requires the 4 point correspondences belong to the same plane. We shall show, however, this 
requirement will not restrict the usefulness of our method by adopting a 3 point correspondence 
algorithm in practice. In binocular vision, we shall show, if absolute or relative depths are known, 
three noncolinear point correspondences suffice to decide the motion uniquely. Since in binocular 
vision it is not difficult to find three points’ correspondences with their depths known, thus this 
assumption will not block our methed to be applied to binocular vision. In monocular vision case, 
since we do not assume we have any knowledge of the surfaces, thus we cannot assure that the four 
points we choose, which are needed for the motion solution, lie in the same plane. However, by 
playing a small trick and searching in a reasonable window we only need three correspondences to 
solve the plane motion. Since three noncolinear points in space always define a plane, thus we do
5not need any knowledge of the surface to find the motion. And from a sequential point of view of 
the motion problem, we shall show, if the motion with a nonzero translation component between 
two image frames is known, we can always find the plane defined by any 3 noncolinear points in 
both frames if only we know their correspondences. And if we know the plane that the 3 points lie 
and their correspondences, then we can get up to four sets of motion solution. With the help of 
other correspondences we can make the solution unique.
The plane model solution may also have direct usages in many applications such as naviga­
tion, airbom camera motion analysis, industry robotics or whenever plane model suits or plane 
information is available.
So far few criterions are proposed to serve the judge of the correctness of the motion solution. 
The existing criteria like the least square are just used to solve the motion. By these criteria one can 
not guarantee that each correspondence plays a equal role in the performance index. Some other cri­
teria incorporate in the surface smoothness constraint and thus can not distinguish noise from sur­
face discontinuity. In this paper we shall propose another criterion for optimal motion solution. This 
new proposed criterion is an equalized one in the sense that every correspondence plays an equal 
role in the judgement of the optimal solution. But the computation of it takes more time than the 
least square criterion.
The accuracy of any motion solution algorithm depends on that of correspondence. If the 
correspondences are wrong, then the motion solution will be wrong either. While the motion is 
known, we would like to point out that the correspondence of a point will lie in a motion epipolar 
line. After we solve one motion somehow, we can use the motion epipolar line constraint to find 
motion bondaries and hence solve other motions. With the motion parameters solved, we can also 
improve the accuracy of correspondences we get earlier by other methods since the matching prob­
lem is now a one dimension problem. If the translation is not zero, then we can get an estimation of 
the surface shape. Iteratively we can improve our understanding of motion and the surface at the 
same time.
To avoid the camera calibration problem and to judge the robustness of the algorithms them­
selves, we only carry on simulation experiments. We take a real picture with a real camera and
6assign an artificial surface to the scene. We assume the image coordinates be exact. Then we simu­
late a motion via the perfect transformation model. Then the motion is exactly known, but the 
correspondences are known to within 0.5 pixel which is the quantization error. Then with this 
correspondence precision we recover the motion given a number of correspondences. We compare 
the results of our algorithm with the 8-point linear algorithm. With the results from matching we 
also give estimations of motions.
In section 2 we give two representations and some basic theorems of motion and the basic 
notations in this paper. In section 3 we propose two physical constraints other than the rigidity con­
straint and show that 4 point correspondences in two views might decide the motion to a finite 
number of solutions. In section 4 we give a closed form solution for plane motion from an approxi­
mate approach. In section 5 we give some basic theorems and an algorithm for the plane motion 
solution from the perfect transformation approach. This algorithm is also used in our general sur­
face motion solution. In section 6 we discuss the problems of the 8-point algorithm and give our 
algorithm under this methodology. In section 7 we propose our criterion for optimal motion estai- 
mation. In section 8 we present our algorithms for general motion solution with multiple point 
correspondences. In section 9 we discuss the relationship between the long range and short range 
motion. In section 10 we give some experiment results. Finally in section 11 we summarize our 
conclusions and suggestions.
Our results presented here are just part of our ongoing work. We shall issue our results in a 
series of papers. In this paper we only discuss perspective projection.
2. Representations of and Basic Theorems for Motion
In the literature there are two most commonly used representations of motion: velocity decom­
position model and perfect transformation model. We will discuss these two representations one by 
one. The first model is only valid for small rotation, but the second is valid for any rigid motion. It 
seems to us the second model gives much more robust solution even in the small motion cases, 
though the solution is usually more difficult.
7We shall use the coordinate system shown in Fig. 2-1, where x -y  denotes image coordinates 
and X -Y -Z  denotes real world coordinates, and o f  = f  is the focal length of the camera. Without 
losing generality we assume f = 1 in this paper. In case f * 1, one should replace x by x/f and y by 
y/f everywhere. Thus an image point (x,y) represents the projection of an scene point (X,Y,Z), and 
this relation is denoted by
P : (X, Y, Z) —» (x, y)
In our motion representations we assume that the camera be static, and hence all the motion 
parameters represent the object motion relative to the camera. Through this paper, we shall use fol­
lowing notations frequently. We first give the rule here. Bold capitals represent vectors or matrices, 
capitals represent coordinates in the space, lowercase letters represents coordinates in the image 
plane or elements of vectors or matrices. Unless specified, (x,y) is always the projection of (X,Y,Z), 
and (xi,yi), (x'^y'i) are the projections of (X^Y^Zj), (X \,Y 'iX i) separately, where i is any subscript. 
And whenever appeared, 0 , 0 i, 0 'i  always denotes [ x y 1 ]TS [ xj yj 1 ]T, [ x'i y'i 1 ]T. And unless 
specified we always assume a coordinate with prime correspond to the coordinate without prime. 
Thus
X' = X + X, x' = x + x
X X X'i x'i
X = Y
z
II N <D ll N y
i
Y'. -  , A ! — Y';
Z'i
= Z ';0 'i = Z'i y'i
l
and so on. And we use <— > to denote "corresponding" between two image frames. That is, 
(X, Y, Z)<— > (X', Y 'X )  means (X, Y, Z) coresponds to (X', Y', Z') in the space, and 
(x, y) i— > (x', yO means (x, y) corresponds to (x', y') in the image plane. Sometimes it would be 
helpful to treat a point in space as a vector and vice versa. So in this paper we may alternatively 
treat a point in space as a vector or treat a vector as a point in the space.
The above denotion is meaningful because from similar triangles in Fig. 2-1, we get
v - f x - xx - f ‘2T~'Z" [2-1]
8v - f  Y -  Y [2-2]
and
• X X Z X xZ [2-3]
• Ÿ Y Z  _ Ÿ yZ  
y T " z T - 7 " X [2-4]
2.1 Velocity Decompostion Model
As is well known, any 3-D rigid movement can be decomposed into two components ([5]):
1. rotation with velocity 3  around a center C (Xcf YCj Zc), the projection of which is c (xCf yc)
2. translation with velocity Vc .
The selection of C, which can be any point, will be discussed later, 
along X, Y, Z axis respectively, and let
A A A
Let i, j, k be the unit vectors
= Xc i + Ycj + Zc k [2-5]
k A A A
Y = X i  + Yj  + Z k [2-6]
p =Y-YC = px i + pY J + pz k [2-7]
where
Px = X - X c
Py = Y - Y c [2-8]
Pz = z  — Zc
and
p i  + P? + p i  = P2 = constant [2-9]
by the rigidity condition.
9Taking derivatives ofl^and over time,
^ f ^ X j  + Ycj+Zck
« * A ° A * A
Y = X i  + Yj + Z k
and representing <5 as
© = cox i + ©y ! + ©z k 
then, the motion of an object point is given by
X Xc ©X Px Xc + pz ©y ”  Py ©Z
Y
Z
Yc
Zc
+ COy
©Z
X PY
Pz
Yc + px ©Z “  Pz ©X 
Zc + py cox -  px ©y
Differentiating [2-9], we get
(X — Xc) (X - Xc) + (Y -  Yc) (Y — Yc) + (Z- Zc) (Z-Zc) = 0.
Then, from [2-5], [2-6], and [2-13], we have
x = -^ (Xc + Pz -  Py ©z) + (Zc “ Py Obc + Px ©y)
y =-7 - (Y° + px O)2 -  pz 0)x) + ^ -(¿ c  -  p y fflx + Px <»y) 
To simplify the representation, we choose
Then [2-15] becomes
Xc = Yc = Zc = 0
---
---
1
X• -£- 0 —y  -xy 1+x2 -y-----1
___
1 0 - 1-y 2 xy x
Xc
Yc
Zc
[2-10]
[2-11]
[2-12]
[2-13]
[2-14]
[2-15]
[2-16]
[2-17]
2.2 Perfect Transformation Model
COx
©y
©Z
10
Another useful model to represent motion is the perfect transformation one. Suppose 
X = (X Y Z)T and X' = (X' Y' Z')T are the two positions of the same scene point P at time t and 
t+At. Without losing generality we assume At = 1 in this paper unless specifyed. And assume
P : (X, Y, Z) —» (x, y)
P :  (X', Y', Z') —» (x', y0
Then it is also well-known that X and X ' are related by a perfect mathematical model!1
[2-18]
where R is the rotation matrix and T is the translation vector. R , as is well known, is an orthonor­
mal matrix of first kind and is independent of the selection of the origin of the coordinate system. 
There are two forms of representations of R in the literature. One is
n? + (l-n?)cos0 nin2(l-cos0) -  n3 sin0 nin3(l-cos0) + n2 sin0
R = n^Cl-cos©) + n3 sin0 n£+ (l-n£)cos0 n2n3(l-cos0) -  n! sin0 [2-19]
n^O -cos© ) -  n2 sin0 n2n3(l-cos0) + n! sin0 + (l-n^)cos0
where ( n ^ ^ )  is the unit direction vector of the rotation axis of 0 through the origin of the coor­
dinate system, with
r - r _ ■
X' X rn r12 r13 X ti
Y' = R Y + T = 2^1 r22 r23 Y + t2
Z' Z T31 r32 r33 Z t3
n? + n^ + n^ = 1 [2-20]
The other is
where
R = A x A y A z
Ax
1 0 0 
0 cos0x -sin0x 
0 sin0x cos0x
[2-21]
[2-22]
11
Ay =
A Z =
COS0Y 0 sinGy 
0 1 0 
-sin0y 0 COS0y
cos0z -sin0z 0 
sin0z cos0z 0 
0 0 1
and the positions of Ax, Ay and Az in [2-21] are interchangeable.
[2-23]
[2-24]
One thing needs to be mentioned here is that a rotation of the object around a line not passing 
the origin of the coordinate system will not be a pure rotation in the representation [2-18]. That is 
the T will not be zero in [2-18] in this case. Only a rotation around a line passing the origin will be 
a pure rotation in this representation.
Besides the orthonormality R still has another very useful property unnoticed by many 
researchers. Here we summarize all its properties into a Fact. In our papers we shall give several 
Facts without proof because they are obvious and familiar to many people. Fact 2.1 can be proved 
by the rigidity condition.
Fact 2.1.
Any rotation matrix R has following properties:
1. Independence from coordinate system: R is independent of the selection of the coordinate ori­
gin.
2. Orthonormality:
R T R =1, or R T = R~1, [2-25]
where I is the identity matrix. Thus
rij = Mij [2-26]
where My is the algebraic minor determinant of ry. For example,
3. Unit determinant:
r33 -  M 33 -  Tn T22 - 1°12 T21
12
det ( R ) = 1  [2-27]
4. Rigidity: Given any two vectors X iand X2,
R (X ixX2) = (RX1) x (RX2) [2-28]
We should note here that our definition of rigidity is different from but equivalent to the tradi­
tional definition of rigidity. In fact the traditional rigidity is equivalent to the orthonormality plus 
the unit determinant property we define here. So unless specified, when we talk about rigidity we 
always refer to our definition. The reason we use this definition is, as we shall prove in next section, 
equation [2-28] is a more concise definition of the rigid motion. Property 4 will imply [2-25] and 
[2-27], and [2-25] and [2-27] are just the requirement of a rigid motion, thus our definition will be 
equivalent to the traditional rigidity definition. This is to be shown in the next section.
The last property, i.e. rigidity, is extreamely useful but seldom used so far. The procedure of 
its proof is the same as we use in the proof of Theorem 5.6. The geometrical meaning is obvious if 
we consider the rotation of a triad. We know that a triad is still a triad and will keep the same 
chirality structure after rotation. The readers will find [2-28] is extensively used in our work 
because it not only makes the calculation or representation simpler but also introduces more equa­
tions.
From Fact 2.1 we immediately have following theorems:
Theorem 2.1.
Two unparallel unit vector correspondences in a pure rotation case suffice to decide the rota­
tion matrix uniquely.
Proof: let Vj, i = 1,2, be two unparallel unit vectors and V 'j, i = 1,2, be their correspondences. 
Thus we have
V'i = RVi, i=l,2 [2-29]
From Fact 2.1, we should also have
V 'jxV '2 = (RVi)x(RV2) = R (V lXY 2)
Hence we know R can be recovered from
R = [ V ' i V '2 (V'1xV'2) ] [ V 1V2 (V1xV2) ] - i [2-30]
13
The inversion in [2-30] exists because V i and V2 are not parallel to each other. Q.E.D..
This theorem is frequently used in our work and makes the calcualtion of R very simple. 
Unlike many other solutions for R , this solution guarantees the orthonormality of R . We know that 
one vector correspondence cannot decide the rotation matrix uniquely, hence this solution is the 
simplest linear algorithm to solve R from the fewest vector correspondences so far. Immediately 
we have the following theorems.
Theorem 2.2.
If T = 0 , then two point correspondences without the depths known suffice to decide R 
uniquely.
Proof: Let Xi and X 'i, i = 1,2, be the two correspondence pairs, then X \  = RXi, i = 1,2, or
Z 'i0 'i  = R ©¡Zi, i = 1,2 [2-31]
Take the norm of both sides of [2-31] and use [2-25] and the fact that Zi,Z'i are both positive, we
get
ll©ill
TOTIT
Thus, from Theorem 2.1 we know
\ l  x? + y? + 1
V X? + y '2 + l  » i = 1,2 [2-32]
R = [ Yi0 '1 2 (Yi0 ' i)x('ft© '2) j [ © 1 ©2 © ix© 2] 1 [2-33]
Since by two correspondences we mean (xi, y0 *(x2,y2)> hence ©i is always not parallel to ©2. 
This guarantees the existence of the inversion on the right side of [2-33]. Q.E.D..
Note that in the case of a pure rotation, if the two correspondences are correct, then, besides 
[2-31], from the orthonormality of R we must also have
YiY2 0 V 0 '2  = 0 r 0 2  [2-34]
[2-34] is a necessary condition that a pure rotation occurs. One should note that the premise in
Theorem 2.2 is that we have already known the translation is zero. If the translation is not zero, then
even an infinite number of correspondences may not decide the motion uniquely if they all align.
Theorem 2.3.
14
If depths are known, three noncolinear space point correspondences suffice to decide the 
motion uniquely.
Proof: Let Xi and X 'i, i = 1,2,3, be the three correspondence pairs, then X \  = RXi + T , i = 
1,2,3, or
X 'r X \ - R  (X i-X i), i = 2,3 [2-35]
Since Xi, i = 1,2,3, are not colinear, thus X 2- X 1 is not parallel to X3- X 1, then from Theorem 2.1
we know R can be uniquely decided by
R = [ x '2- X 'i X '3-X 'i  (X '2-X 'i)x (X '3-X 'i)] [ x 2-X j  X3- X t (X2-X i)x(X 3-X o j -\l-36] 
and T can be decided by
T = X ' i -R X i ,  i=  1,2,3 [2-37]
Q.E.D..
If depths are only known in one image frame, then we may have up to four sets of motion 
solution for the perfect transformation model. But from [2-17] we know there is a unique solution 
for the approximation model. So if the motion is small we can use both representations to get a 
unique solution. This case is discussed in section 5 in detail. Still we have another fact:
Fact 2.2.
1. If T =0, and R is known, then the correspondence (x',yO of (x,y) is uniquely decided by
x/ = rn  *+ri2 y+ri3 
r3i x+r32 y+r33 [2-38]
/ _ r2i x+r22 y+r23 
y r31 x+r32 y+r33
2. If R is known and and T * 0 is known up to a scalar, then the correspondence (x',y') of 
(x,y) lies in a motion epipolar line defined by
[ x ' y ' l ] ( T x R ) [ x y  1 ]T = 0 [2-39]
After R is solved somehow, then with how many point correspondences and in what condition 
can one uniquely decide the translation up to a scalar? The following theorem answers this ques­
tion. Before we state the theorem we first introduce a two step representation equivalent to [2-18]
15
for the perfect transformation model as following:
X " = R X 
X ' = X " + T
And we see if
P:
then equation [2-39] is equivalent to
(X",Y",Z") -> (x",y")
[ x ' y ' l ] ( T  x [ x " y " l ] T )  = 0, or
0 —t3 t2 x"
[ x ' y ' l ] o X ►—» y"
- t2 t! 0 l
[2-40]
[2-41]
[2-42]
(y"-yO ti + (x'-x") t2 + (yV '-x 'y '0 t3 = 0; [2-43]
From Fact 2.2 we know if R is decided, then (x", y") is uniquely decided by (x, y). So what we 
need to show is the condition under which [2-43] has exactly one independent solution. If T =0 we 
see for all points in the image we must have x' = x" and y' = y". Now let’s consider the case T * 0. 
From the projection law [2-1] and [2-2] we have
X" + tl _ Y" + t2 
z" + 13 ’ y -  Z" + 13
X//
___  v" _  I
a — y ~ ~fz jr
To make x' = x" we must have
x t 3 = t!
and to make y' = y" we must have
[2-44]
[2-45]
[2-46]
y"t3 = t2 [2-47]
Because of [2-46] and [2-47], for a given translation, except those points of infinite depths, there is
at most one point such that x' = x" and y' — y" hold at the same time. Now we can state the 
theorem.
Theorem 2.4.
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If R is known somehow then T can be decided to within a scalar by two image points (xj, y*), 
i = 1,2, of finite depths and their correspondences (x'i, y'i), i = 1,2, by solving [2-43] iff
1.
(x'i,y 'i) = (x"i,y " i), i= 1,2 [2-48]
where (x"i,y"i), i = 1,2, are calculated according to [2-38]. In this case T = 0, or
2.
(x'i, y'i) = (x"i, y"i), but (x'j, y'j) * (x " , y"j), i*j, i,j=l,2 [2-49]
in this case T * 0, or
3.
(x'i, y'i) * (x"i, y"i), i= 1,2 [2-50]
and (x'i, y'i), (x'2, y'2), (x"i, y"i) and (x"2, y"2) are not colinear in the image plane. In this case
T * 0 .
Proof: Part 1 is true because for points of finite depths if and only if T = 0 then we have 
x'i = x"i and y'i = y"i, i = 1,2, at the same time, or equivalently we have condition [2-48].
Now let’s prove Part 2. If [2-48] holds for one correspondence pair, say for i = 1, but does not 
hold for the other correpondence pair, say for i = 2, then we can conclude that T * 0 . Otherwise 
[2-48] should hold for both pairs. Then from [2-46] and [2-47] we know T can be solved up to a 
scalar from
ti = x " ^ . t2 = y"it3
where t3 0.
In Part 3 two pairs of correspondences will give two equations as
y V y 'i  x 'i-x"i y 'ix " i-x V 'j  
y V y '2 x'2-x "2 y'2x"2-x '2y"2
ti
*2
*3
_ A T  = 0
[2-51]
[2-52]
We know that T must have at least one independent solution, if T is to be uniquely decided up to a 
scalar by two pairs of correspondences then the matrix A constructed by them must have a rank 2. 
Since [2-48] does not hold, thus A has rank 1 iff there exists a non-zero number a  such that
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[ y V / 2  x'2-x"2 y'2x V x '2y"2] = a [y V y 'i y'ixV x'iy"i] [2-53]
or equivalently
y 2-y  2 _ y i-y  i _nH yr-y  i _ y i-y  i
x r x "2 x'i-x"i ’ x'2-x'i x'i-x"i [2-54]
[2-54] is just the colinearity condition for the four points (x'i.y'!), (x 2,y'2), (x"i,y"i),(x"2,y"2). 
Hence iff (x'i,y'i), (x'2,y'2), (x"i,y"i),(x"2,y"2) are not colinear then T has only one independent 
solution.
Note that these three situations cannot happen at the same time and at least one situation must 
happen for T to be recovered from two pairs of correspondences. Thus the conditions we list in Part 
1, 2 and 3 are necessary and sufficient for the translation vector T to be recovered from two 
correspondences. Q.E.D..
Equation [2-39] means if the motion is known but not the depth, then the search of the 
correspondence is a one dimensional problem. This gives us other choices for stereo camera 
configuration. The currently most used configuration of the stereo pair of cameras requires the two 
image planes be coplanar. This requirement, though ease the representation of the epipolar lines, 
yet has some problems. First, it cannot guarantee the cameras have the largest common vision field 
when the span of the cameras is fixed. Second, it requires a high precision of installation. Third, 
small error in measuring the positions and orientations of the cameras may cause a large error of the 
depth estimation. And last, it requires both cameras always have the same motion or, at most, the 
two cameras can only slide along their installation line. We find this requirement is not necessary if 
we can measure the relative position of the two cameras somehow.
The following fact tells us that depth information is directly available from motion except for 
one point if the translation is not zero.
Fact 2.3.
If R is known and T = a[ ti t2 13 ]T * 0 is known up to a scalar a , then the depth Z of the 
scene point corresponding to a image point (x,y) can be decided up to a scalar by the positions of its 
correspondence (x',y/) and itself through
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Z = a t i - x ' t 3 orx(r3i x - r n )  +y(X32 x - r 12) + r33 x - r i3 *
Z = a t2 -  y't3 [2-55]x(r3i y - r 2i) + y(r32y '-r22) + r33 y '- r^
where the sign of a  is to be chosen to make the depth positive, and the relative depth of the scene 
point corresponding to (x',yO is given by
Z' = (r3i x + r32 y + r33)Z + 13 [2-56]
unless in the rare case
h  = x't3, and t2 = y't3 [2-57]
For the point (xs,ys) satisfying [2-57] we can use the rigidity equations to solve the depth indirectly:
At least two auxiliary points are needed to solve the depth for (xs, ys). II
In the above Fact, we need only to know one of x' and y' to decide the depth. In the 
correspondence process, some times y' or sometimes x' is uncertain. But we only need one of them 
to estimate the depth. We shall discuss this fact in more detail in section 3.
2.3 The Relation between Two Representations
Both the two representations listed here describe any 3-D rigid motion. However, the velocity 
decomposition model can only be valid for a small rotation while the perfect transformation model 
is valid for any rigid motion. In the case the the rotation is small, for example, cox, toy, <»z are all 
smaller than 10 degrees, these two representations are related through the following fact:
If the coordinate systems of both representations are chosen the same and the motion center is 
chosen as the coordinate origin, i.e., [2-16] holds, then
[2-58]
Fact 2.4.
h — t2 -  Yc, t3 -  Zc, ru -  r22 ~ r33 ~ 1 
cox = 0x ~ r32 == -r23, coy = 0y ~ r13 = -r31, coz = 0Z = r21 = -r12 [2-59]
3. Motion Constraints and 4-point Nonlinear Equations
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So far the motion epipolar line constraint is most often used to solve the motion and serve the 
performance criterion of optimal estimation of motion. But there are still many other constraints 
which can serve the same purposes. The reason for this is that its representation is linear and only 
involves motion parameters and image plane coordinates and hence does not contain the unknown 
depths. However in section 6 we shall show that the two step linear solution based on the motion 
epipolar line equation will generally not work. And our algorithm to be introduced in section 8 
needs to search in a reasonable space and hence is also intrinsically nonlinear. Now that we cannot 
get a robust closed form solution for the motion problem why don’t we directly solve the nonlinear 
equations? So far few results have been reported in this direction. The problem may be in the 
difficulty of the solution of high dimensional nonlinear polynomial equations. And we still do not 
have an effective method to integrate multiple measurements to get an optimal solution for non­
linear equations in the sense of least square or something equivalent. In this section we only explore 
the feasibility of the nonlinear motion equations. We shall prove four noncolinear point correspon­
dences might determine the motion to a finite number of solutions and hence we can greatly reduce 
the dimension of the nonlinear equations.
It is long believed that at least five correspondences are needed to give a finite number of 
motion solutions if the corresponding scene points lie on a general surface. For example if one 
wants to solve the motion parameters from the motion epipolar line equation [2-39] in a nonlinear 
way, then he is believed to need at least 5 point correspondences to get five independent equations. 
We see [2-39] only involves the motion parameters as unknowns. Another sets of nonlinear equa­
tions only involving depths as unknowns are got from the the traditional rigidity or orthonormal­
ity consideration, that is, equation [2-25]. Let’s list the equations here. Let X ' i=  0 'iZ 'i be the 
correspondence of Xj = ©¡Zi, i = 1,2, • • • ,n. Then from the motion equation [2-18] we have
Z 'i0 'i = ZiR 0 i + T , i=l,2, • • • ,n [3-1]
The motion epipolar line equation is repeated here for convenience:
0 ' iT(T x R )0 i = 0, i=l,2, • • • ,n [3-2]
Three correspondences will give three independent equations from the orthonormality con­
straint. For example, given three pairs of correspondences with indices being 1,2,3, we shall have,
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110  'iZ'i-B 'iZ 'i 112 = 110 iZ i-0 1Z1112 i = 2,3 [3-3]
(0  '2Z'2—0  'iZ 'iH ©  '3Z'3- e  'iZ 'i) = (0 2Z2- 0 1Z1)-(0 3Z3- 0  iZi) [3-4]
Introducing one more correspondence will add in two new unknowns and was believed to be able to
bring in only three independent equations as following, for example,
- l l 0 'iZ'i- 0 ' 4Z'4ll2 = H 0iZi-©4Z4ll2, i=  1,2,3 [3-5]
since the size of the quadrihedron constructed by the four space points has already been decided by
them. This is shown in Fig. 3-1. But so far we only have 6 equations containing 8 - 1 = 7  unknown 
depths. Thus at least 5 correspondences were thought to be needed to give a finite number of solu­
tions for the motion since 5 correspondences were thought to give 9 independent equations and 
involve 10—1 = 9 unknown depths ( we can scale one depth to unit ). After the depths are solved 
then we can solve the motion by Theorem 2.3.
One question we want to ask here now is whether the equations from the motion e pipolar line 
constraint are dependent on those from orthonormality constraint? If so, how many independent 
equations in total do we have? If not, it seems we may have more independent equations from four 
point correspondences, then it seems the motion may be determined by four correspondences. And 
another question we want to inquire here is: are the motion epipolar constraint and orthomormality 
constraint what we only have? If not, other constraints may introduce more equations.
In the following when we talk about a point it might be a point in the image or in the scene 
according to the context, but when we talk about a depth it always means a depth of a scene point 
corresponding to a image point. Before we begin, we must assume the following condition:
Surface Condition 1.
The points used for correspondences do not all lie on a line in space. II
otherwise, a rotation around the line they construct can never be decided. To enforce this condition 
we only need to require the points in the image plane be not all colinear since the projection of a 
line in space must be a line or a dot in the image plane.
Before we proceed we give some lemmata for convenience of discussion.
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Lemma 3.1.
The correspondence 0 '  of 0  is parallel to R 0  iff T = 0 or T ^ 0 and T is parallel to © ' or 
R 0  , where R is the rotation matrix and T is the translation vector.
Proof: This can be directly seen from [3-1]. Q.E.D..
In Section 2 we have shown if T = 0, then two correspondences uniquely decide the rotation. 
Thus in this section we assume the translation be nonzero, i.e., T * 0. Since the motion epipolar 
line equations are in terms of the motion parameters and the traditional rigidity equations are in 
terms of the depths, to decide whether they are dependent or not we need a transformation from 
depths to motion parameters and the inverse. The following two lammata give us the transforma­
tion. From Theorem 2.3 we directly have the following lemma:
Lemma 3.2.
The motion parameters can be represented by the depths of three noncolinear scene points and 
their correspondences with all the image positions known as following:
r  = [ (0  '3Z'3- 0  \ z \ )  (© 'iZ 'i-e'iZ 'o (0  '3z'3- e  \ z\ m s  '2z'2-®  \ z \ )  ]•
[(03Z3—0 iZi) (02^2“ 0 lZi) (03Z3—0iZi)x(02Z2~0iZi) ]_1 [3-6]
T = Z 'i0'i-Z iR 0i, i = 1,2,3 II [3-7]
We can also represent all the depths as functions of the motion R and T . From [3-1] we have
[ - R 0 i  0 ' i ]
Zi
Z'i
The above equation will have an infinite number of so 
and a definite solution
= T [3-8]
utions for Z \  and Zj if T is parallel to 0
Zi 0iT0 i -©¡TRTO'i -1 -0 iTR T
Z'i -©iTRTe 'i 0 'iT0 'i 0 'iT
T , i=l, • • • ,n [3-9]
if T is not parallel to 0  Given a rotation R and a nonzero translation T there is at most one point 
in the image plane such that 0  \  is parallel to T . Thus we have the following lemma:
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Lemma 3.3.
For a given motion with a nonzero translation T , the depths of all surface points but a particu­
lar point 0  such that R 0  is parallel to T , can be directly solved from their projections on one 
image plane and the correspondences of them in the other image plane from [3-9] without other 
structural information. II
Lemma 3.3 tells us that all but one depths can be represented by the motion parameters and 
the image plane coordinates. However [3-9] is not the only way to solve [3-8], since [3-8] has three 
equations but only two unknowns and hence many solution forms are available. Another alternative 
solution for [3-8] has been given in [2-55] and [2-56]. If the correspondences and the motion 
parameters are correct all the solutions must be the same. We should point out that [3-9] is not a 
good form to be used in practice since it complicates the representation. For convenience of discus­
sion, we introduce the following Surface Condition.
Surface Condition 2.
All the depths of the image points used for correspondences can be directly represented by the 
motion parameters. II
Now we have got the transformations we desire. But both the representations in [3-9] and [3- 
6], [3-7] are too complicate for substitution. So we shall heuristically prove the the orthomomality 
equations and the motion epipolar equations are not equivalent to each other. One can also replace
[3-9] into [3-3] ~ [3-5] or replace [3-6], [3-7] into [3-2] to prove the inequivalence. But we shall 
prove it by some counter example. Let’s assume we only have one correspondence. Then motion 
epipolar line constraint ( MELC ) gives us one equation, but traditional rigidity constraint ( TRC ) 
gives no equation involving depths only. And if we have two correspondences then MELC gives 
two equations for five unknowns, and TRC gives only one equation for three unknowns. Now let’s 
consider four correspondences. MELC gives exactly four equations for five unknown motion 
parameters, but TRC will give 6 independent equations for just 8 - 1 = 7  unknown depths from the 
traditional rigidity constraint. Now from lemma 3.3 we know if the four point correspondences 
satisfy Surface Condition 2 then we can express the depths in the 6 rigidity equations in terms of
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motion parameters. Thus we shall have 6 independent equations for only 5 unknown motion param­
eters in general! Hence it is obviously the motion should be decided up to a finite number of solu­
tions at least sometimes in the four point correspondence problem. Again let’s introduce the fifth 
correspondence. It was believed at most 3 more independent equations can be brought in by the 
fifth correspondence. But in fact at most 4 independent equations can be introduced. To see why the 
fifth correspondence introduce 4 more equations not only 3 equations let’s have a look on Fig. 3-2. 
There we see three equations will still give an ambiguous shape for the polyhedron constructed by 
the five points and the orthonormality equations. We still need another equation to uniquely decide 
the shape of the polyhedron uniquely. And from now on everytime one more correspondence is 
introduced at most 4 more independent orthonormality equations will be introduced! Thus 5 
correspondences might give 10 equations for 10 - 1 = 9 unknown depths. But if we represent them 
in terms of the motion parameters we shall have 10 independent traditional rigidity equations for 
only five unknown motion parameters. Again we see that five correspondences give exactly five 
motion epipolar line equations for five unknowns. Hence we have so far shown that the MELC’s 
are not equivalent to TRC’s.
Now let’s back to the four correspondence problem. Now that MELC is different from TRC 
why don’t we use them at the same time since we only lack one more equation in either constraint 
equations? We can of course represent the motion parameters in [3-2] by the three noncolinear 
points and the correspondences to get four more equations for the 7 unknown depths. And also we
can represent the depths in [3-3] ~ [3-5] by the motion parameters to get 6 more equations for the 
5 unknown motion parametrs! However again we have the difficulty to find out in these equations 
how many are really indepedent. But obviously we can see that the four correspondences should 
possibly decide the motion in two view to a finite number of solutions. A physical consideration 
reveals that the motion epipolar line equations should be implied by the "rigidtiy" equations but not 
necessary the "traditional rigidty" equations.
We would like to point out that the orthonormality or traditional rigidity equations are not the 
only equations we can get from the "rigidity" consideration. A rigid motion not only requires the 
object keep the same shape during motion but also require the orientation and the position of the
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object be consistent with the motion. Formally we can say that to decide a rigid motion uniquely we 
need to :
1. Localize a reference point of the object {reference point constraint);
2. Keep the shape of the object unchanged {rigidity constraint);
3. Make the orientation of the object consistent with the motion {orientation constraint).
But so far, the orthonormality equations only have rigidity constraint done. Localizing a reference 
point will give us three more independent equations and fixing the orientation of the object will 
give us two more equations. All these 5 equations are not included in the traditional rigid equations 
and hence must be independent from them in general. However these five equations are generally 
related to the unknown motion parameters so it seems nothing can be gained from these constraints. 
Fortunately we have Theorem 2.3 or [3-6] and [3-7]. Now let’s find out the 5 more independent 
equations.
Assume X j, X2 and X 3 are three noncolinear points in the space and R and T are represented 
by them and their correspondences in the form of [3-6] and [3-7]. To make sure, assume 
T = Z'i© \  -  Z i R 0 T h u s  to localize the fourth point, which is selected as the reference point, we 
have the following equation:
Z'40  4 = Z4R 0 4 + T = R ( Z 40 4 - Z i© i) + Z '10 '1 [3-10]
However, after the above equation is imposed the below equation contained in [3-5] will be redu-
dent
I I0 ' iZ V -0 '4Z'4 II2 = I I0 1Z1- 0 4Z^II2 [3-11]
so we replace it by
(0 'iZ 'i-0 '4Z'4) • (0 '2Z V ©  4Z4) = (0 1Z1-04Z4) * (0 2Z2- 0 4Z4) [3-12]
To fix the orientation of the quadrihedron, we impose the following equation
(0  '3Z'3-G  4Z'4)x(0 '2Z'2- 0  '4Z'4) = R [(0 3Z3-©  4Z4)x(0 2Z2- 0  4Z4)] [3-13]
[3-13] will give exactly two more independent equations since the angle between (0  '3Z'3- 0  '4Z 4)
and (0  '2Z'2- 0  4Z 4) has been decided by the traditional rigidity equations. We claim equation [3-
4], [3-5], [3-10], [3-12] and [3-13] will give 11 independent equations in general because no one in
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them is contained or can be deduced from other equations. Note R must be represented by the form 
of [3-6].
So far we have got 11 independent equations for just 7 unknowns. One may immediately ask: 
where do these equations come from? Can they be independent? Since it seems all these equations 
come from the motion representation [3-1], where four correspondences give only 12 equations 
containing 13 unknowns, and all other equations must be deduced from them, where can these 
equations come from? So one may conclude they must be dependent. But what we want to ask here 
is: are the motion representation equations in [3-1] what we only have in a rigid motion? Our 
answer is no, because a rigid motion should also give us following equations which come from our 
rigidity definition of motion in Fact 2.1:
(0  'iZ'i-® 'jZ 'j)x(0'kZ V © \Z \)  = R [(© ^-© jZ jjx^kZ k-© ^!)], for any i, j, k, 1 [3-14] 
All the equations in [3-14] cannnot be covered by the equations in [3-1] because [3-14] is also a
basic requirement of a rigid motion. That’s why we say our rigidity definition of a rigid motion
might be more pertinent to the "rigid" concept. After we impose the equation [3-14] the ortho-
nomality property and the positive determinant property will be redudent and hence we can solve
[3-1] and [3-14] togather pretending that we have no knowledge of the rotation matrix R . Thus we
shall have totally 8 ( depth ) + 9 ( rotation matrix ) + 2 ( translation vector ) = 19 unknowns but as
many as 3 * 4 (in [3-1]) + 3 * 6 ( in [3-14] ) = 30 equations in four correspondences, though some
of the equations may not be independent from others.
To show that our rigidity definition implies the orthonormality we first have the following 
Theorem.
Theorem 3.1.
Given three noncoplanar vectors Ui, i = 1,2,3, and three vectors Vi, i = 1,2,3, related to the 
Ui’s through a 3 by 3 matrix R via
V i = RU i, i= 1,2,3 [3-15]
and
V;xVj = RUiXRUj = R(UiXUj), i * j ,  i j  = 1,2,3 [3-16]
Then we must have
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p T p  —  V 1‘(V 2X V 3) - __ , „
R R -  U rW ix U iT 1 ”  011 [3"17]
where I is the identity matrix.
Proof: Since U i ,U 2 andU3 are not coplanar, then (U1XU2), (U 2XU 3) and (U3XU1) are not 
coplanar either since
' (U ixU2) * [(U2xU3) x (U3xU 0]
= (U1XU2) * [(U3-(UixU2))U3] = [(UlXU 2) -U3]2 * 0 
Then from [3-15] we must have
R = [ V 1V 2 V 3 ][U i U2U3]-1
and from [3-16] we must have
[3-18]
[3-19]
R = [ V2xV3 V3xV i V iXV2 ][ U2xU3 U3xU 1 U ixU2 ]-1 [3-20]
Using the transpose of [3-19] to multiply [3-20] we can get
RTR = ([U1U 2 U 3 r1)T[ V 1V2 V3]T.
[V2XV3V3XV1y 1xV2][U2XU3U3XUiUiXU2 r 1 [3-21]
By using the vector identity
A-(BxC) = B-(CxA) = C-(AxB) [3-22]
it is easy to show that
[ V 1V2V3]t [ V 2xV3 V3xV 1V 1xV2] = (Vr(V2xV3))I [3-23]
[ U i U2 U3 ]t [ U 2xU3 U3xU i U ixU2 ] = (Ui-(U2xU3))I  [3-24]
thus we have [3-17]. Q.E.D.
The above theorem tells us that if R satisfies [3-16] for given three noncoplanar vectors Uj, i 
= 1,2,3, then R TR must be a scalar matrix. Note that if V r(V 2xV3) = 0, we’ll get the trivial situa­
tion R = 0. We shall always assume this not be the case. If
V f (V 2xV3) = U r (U2xU3) [3-25]
then R is orthonormal. However from [3-18] we can not prove that R is orthonromal. But if R
satisfies [3-18] for any vectors U*, i = 1,2,3, then we can prove that R is orthonormal. Note that
and
(V1xV2)x(V1xV3) = [Vr(V2xV3)]V3 [3-26]
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by requiring
(UiXÜ2)x(UixU3) = [Ur (U2xU3)]U3 [3-27]
(V ixV2)x(V lXV3) = R [(U ixU2)x(U ixU3)] [3-28]
and comparing [3-15] we can get [3-25] and hence the orthonormality. Thus in general the ortho­
normality defined in Fact 2.1 is implied by the rigidity condition and hence redudent. And then if 
[3-26] is satisfied'we shall get the Property 3 in Fact 2.1. That is equation [2-28]. Take the déter­
minât at both sides of [3-20] we have
det(R) = det ([ V ! V 2 V3 ]) det ([Ui U2 U3]_1)
_ V r(V 2xV 3) _ t
“  U r(U 2xU3) -  1 [3-29]
One can also show that from the orthonormality and the unit determinant property of R he can 
deduce equation [2-28], i.e., our definition of the rigidity. In stead of giving a mathematical proof 
here we adopt the well-known fact that [2-25] and [2-27] are the necessary and sufficeint conditions 
for a rigid motion. One can prove that [2-25] and [2-27] will imply [2-28] by following the pro­
cedures in Theorem 5.6. in section 5. Thus we have the following theorem:
Theorem 3.2.
The rigidity definition in Property 4 of Fact 2.1 is equivalent to the traditional rigidty 
definition [2-25] and [2-27]. II
So far we have got enough equations from the four correspondences in terms of the depths, 
one may immediately ask whether we can get more equations than unknowns in terms of motion 
parameters. One direct way is to represent the depths in terms of the motion parameters thus we 
may get 11 equations for 5 unknown motion parameters. However the equations got in this way 
may be too complicate to be used in practice. In the following we shall get some equations in terms 
of motion parameters only. But we cannot prove that all of them are independent or not.
Replacing [3-8] into [3-3] and [3-4] will lead to very complicate representations thus we shall 
only do the other transformation here. In practice if one really wants to do the replacement one’d 
better use [2-55] and [2-56]. Replacing T = Z f\® \  — ZiR@j into [3-2] for i = 2 we get
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e  V( Z'l© 'ixR0 2 -  ZiR0 ixR 0 2) = 0 [3-30]
Using [2-28] and vector identity [3-22] we have
Z'iR 0 2 (0  2x0 ' i) = Zi0 ' 2*(R(®iX©2)) [3-31]
Similarly if we replace T = -  Z iR 01 into [3-2] for i = 3 we’ll get
Z'jR 0 3 ( 0 '3x 0 'i)  = Zi© '3*(R(0 iX0 3 )) [3-32]
The same way we can replace T = Z'20 ' 2 - Z 2R 0 2 into [3-2] for i = 1,3 and
T = Zr30  '3 -  Z3R 0 3 into [3-2] for i = 1,2 to get the following general equation:
Z'iRS y iS 'ix e 'i)  = Zi0V(R(0iX0j)); j * i, i,j = 1,2,3 [3-33]
Obviously [3-13] gives 6 equations for the depths if we represent R in the form of [3-6]. And 
besides, if we delete Z'i and Z\ from [3-11] and [3-12] and do the same things for other equations 
in [3-33] we’ll get
(R 0 j-(0 'jx 0 'i) ) (0 V (R (0 ix 0 k))) = (R 0 k-(0 'kx 0 'i))(0 'j-(  R(©iX0j)))
i * j * k ,  i,j,k =1,2,3 [3-34]
[3-34] gives 3 equations for the rotation matrix! But these equations turns out to be dependent. 
To prove this let’s rearrange [3-2] as following
TTte'iXRei) = 0, i=l,2, • • • ,n [3-35]
Given three correspondences we must have
T T [ 0 ' i x R 0 t 0 ' 2x R 0 2 0 ' 3xR 0 3 ] = 0 [3-36]
From linear algebra we know that to make T have a nonzero unique solution up to a scalar we must
have
rank ([  ©^xR©! 0 ' 2x R 0 2 0 '3x R 0 3 ] )  = 2 [3-37]
or
(0  'ixR 0  j) • [(0 '2xR0 2) x (0  '3xR 0 3)] = 0 [3-38]
After some manipulations one can find [3-38] is equivalent to [3-34], So we have proved there is
only one independent equation in [3-34]. Given three correspondences we also have another equa­
tion containing R as unknowns only. First we intrdouce the following vector identity:
(X'iXX'j) • (X'i -  X'j) = 0, for any i,j [3-39]
[3-39] is of no meaning when i = j. So in the following when [3-39] is used we always assume i ^ j.
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In terms of © and using [3-1] we get
(0  > 0  'j)TR (0iZi -  0jZj) = 0 
Let
Pij = 0 ' iX 0 'j  , foranyi^j
then, [3-40] becomes
PijTReiZj = pijTR©jZj
Considering i,j = 1,2,3 we may have
ZiP i2TR0i = Z2p12TR02
Z2p 23TR02 = Z3p23TR e 3
Z3p31TR03 = Z1p 3iTR0 1 
Multiply [3-43], [3-44] and [3-45] we get
[3-40]
[3-41]
[3-42]
[3-43]
[3-44]
[3-45]
P l2TR © r P 23TR 0 2*P34TR03 = P i2TR©2‘P23TR®3‘P31TR® 1 [3-46]
[3-46] seems to be independent of [3-34]. Now let’s consider the four point problem.
Immediately we see that if one more correspondence is introduced then we can get at least one 
more equation involving R as unknown only. Now if one more correspondence is introduced, then 
we’ll get 2 more equations in the form [3-46] and at least one more equations in the form [3-34]
with only 2 more unknown depths introduced. Similar to [3-37] by requiring
rank ([  0 'ixR © i 0 ' 2x R 0 2 0 ' 3x R 0 3 0 '4x R 0 4 ])  = 2 [3-47]
we’ll get up to two independent equations in the form of
(R 0j-(0 'jx 0 'i))(0 V (R (0 iX 0 k))) = (R©k-(0'kX©'i))(0V (R (0 iX 0 j)))
i * j * k ,  i,j,k =1,2,3,4 [3-48]
Also similar to [3-46] we have following equations containing R only
P23TR 0 2*P34TR 0 3‘P42TR 0 4 = p23TR 03‘p34TR04*P42TR02 [3-49]
p 21TR0 2 ‘P 14TR 0  1-P42TR04 -  P21TR 0 rP l4 TR04*P42TR02 [3-50]
P l3TR 0 1*P34TR 0 3*P41TR 0 4 = P13TR 0 3-P34TR© 4*P41TR©1 [3-51]
The reason we do not include
P 23TR02*P 31TR 0  3’P 12^ R0 1 = p23TR03*P3lTR 0  lP  12TR®2 [3-52]
is because [3-52] can be deduced from [3-49] ~ [3-51]. However we cannot prove that the
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equations in [3-49] ~ [3-51] are independent from those two in [3-48].
Note that the labeling in equation [3-19] ~ [3-24] is arbitrary, thus we can state the equations 
in [3-49] to [3-51] in a general form. The equations
PijTR0 iP jkTR e j p kiTR0 k = pÿTR0 j.pjkTR0 k.pkiTR0 i
i * j * k, i,j,k = 1,2,3,4 [3-53]
will give up to three independent equations containing R as unknowns only.
So far we have got many equations containing depths or motion parameters only. All the equa­
tions listed here are just typical. One may find out many other equivalent equations of other forms. 
If it turns out that we have more independent equations than unknows then a finite number of solu­
tions may be got from numerical methods. Once a finite number of solutions have been achieved, 
many other constraints can be adopted to figure out the spurious solutions if there is any. For exam­
ple, the positive depth constraint
Zi > 0, Z'i > 0, i=  1,2,3 [3-54]
and the small motion constraint
(© 'iZ 'i-Q 'jZ'jHeiZi-ôjZj) > o, i * j ,  i j  = 1,2,3,4 [3-55]
The nonlinear equations seem more feasible if one use equation [3-48] and [3-54] since it 
only contains the rotation matrix as unknowns. And the dimension should not be too high to get 
reliable numerical results if one changes it into the polynomial form. Many things are left undone 
here. Because of the high dimension a closed form solution is certainly not availabe. So in general 
only numerical solutions can be got
Even if we have found some way to solve the nonlinear equations in terms of depths or motion 
parameters for just four correspondences, another big problem is how to make the solution robust if 
we have many other correspondences. And what performance criterion should be used in the non­
linear equation solutions? Can we search some reasonable space to get a globally optimal solution 
from the nonlinear approach for any performance criterion? We impose these questions to arise 
other researchers’ interests. If we cannot solve these problem then it seems our algorithm intro­
duced in section 8 could be a good approach.
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From these nonlinear equations we can analyse many special surface configurations, such as 
planar correspondences, colinear correspondences with some correspondences aside, etc. However 
this analysis will be beyond the scope of this paper.
4. Approximation Approach For Plane Motion
In this section we introduce a closed form solution of plane motion with small rotation angles. 
This solution, though not perfect, is a quite direct and fast solution of the motion. We have found 
some usage for it in some other places, but we only introduce the algorithm itself here. We find it 
works well for small rotation.
Assume the plane has an equation
Z = pX  + qY  + Zo [4-1]
= p x Z  + q y Z  + Zo
with Zo * 0, or
1 -  p x -  qy [4-2]
-  = - P v x -  Vz [4-3]
-  c°z = -q V x  -  C0z [4-4]
+ 0>Y = Vx + COy [4-5]
+ C0z = -p  Vy + coz [4-6]
”  *2 ^  = ~ v z [4-7]
~ = Vy -  COx
let
Zo
~ T
Xcu1 = - p ^  
X cu2 = - q ^
Xc
U3 = ^
u4 = -p
U5 = -q Yc
_ Yc 
U6 '  ^ [4-8]
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and
then [2-17] becomes
Z c AU7 = —p —  COy _ ~P Vz ~ COy [4-9]
u8 = y h  + ^  = ~~<l VZ + COx [4-10]
U = (Ui U2 U3 U4 U5 U6 U7 Ug)T [4-11]
---
---
1
x. x y 1 0 0 0 -x 2 -xy-----1
___
1
-----1
CNX1>>Vr-H>%Xooo
___
1
[4-12]
x' = x + xAt, x = (x' -  x) /  At
y' = y + yAt, y = (y '-y ) /A t [4-13]
Given four point correspondences (xit yi),(xj', yi'), i = {1,2,3,4), we can solve U by
H•X
1______ xj y! 1 0 0 0 -x? -xiyj -l
i---------r—i
•X
1______
yi 0 0 0 xi yi 1 -xiyi -y? yi
X4 x4 y4 1 0 0 0 -x }  —x4y4 X4--------1
_____
i
0 0 0 x4 y4 1 —x4y4 -y } Y4
A direct rank checking procedure shows that iff no three points of (x^yO, i = 
inear in the image plane then the inversion of H j exists.
[4-14]
1,2,3,4, are col-
After we get U we can recover the motion and structure parameters from U to get up to two 
sets of solutions. From [2-13], we can write
X' 1-pVx “<»z-qVx COy+Vx X X ki k2 k3 X
Y' = +C0z—pVy 1—qVy Vy—COx Y = K Y = k4 k5 k6 Y
Z' -COy-pVz C0x-qVz 1+Vz z z k7 k8 k9 Z
It turns out
[4-15]
k2 = u2; k3 = u3; lc4 = u4;
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k6 = u6; k7 = u7; k8 = u8; 
ki = 1-pVx; k5 = l-qVY; k9 = 1+VZ;
ki -  k9 = ui; k5- k 9 = u5;
For our purpose, we rewrite [4-15] as
■ =
x' X
Z' y' = K y
1 1
[4-16]
[4-17]
^ ,_kix + k2y + k3 
k7x + k8y + k9
w^ k 4X + k5y + k6 
^ k7x + k8y + k9 [4-18]
Given four correspondences (xi, yi), (x^yiO, i = [1,2,3,4], we can solve K to within a scalar 
factor from
H
ki
k2
k9
xi yi 1 0 0 0 -xxxi -y ix j' -x i  
o o 0 X j  yi 1 - x iyi' -y iyi'  -y i '
X4 y4 1 0 0 0 -X4X4' -^4X4' - x /  
0 0 0 X4 y4 1 -X4y4' -y4y4' -y4'
ki
k2
k9
= 0 [4-19]
A direct rank checking procedure shows that the rank of H 2 has a rank 7$ iff no three points in either 
image are colinear (see also [23]). If the projection of the plane is not a line in the image plane, that 
is, the projection is not degenerate, then, the colinearity of three points in the image is equivalent to 
that of their original duals on the plane in space. So if the projection is not degenerate, then iff no 
three points are colinear in the space, H 2 will have full row rank. We shall always assume this con­
dition be satisfied in the plane model discussion. Since the projection of a line in the space must be 
a line in the image, thus a sufficient condition to guarantee Hi and H2 have rank 8 is to make sure 
no three points are colinear in the image before and after motion.
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Given four correspondences (xi, yO, fo', yiO, i = {1,2,3,4}, we can uniquely solve U from [4- 
14] and K to within a scalar factor from [4-19]. Let one of the solution of [4-19] be lq' ‘s, i = 1,—,9, 
then
ki' = X kit i=l, • • • ,9 [4-20]
and suppose one of U2, U3, U4, U6, U7, us, say U2 , not be zero, then from [4-16] we know Vz can be
uniquely decided by
Vz = k9'u 2/k 2'- l ;  [4-21]
However, [4-21] may not give accurate results since U calculated from [4-12] is too sensitive 
to correspondence errors. The reason is that [4-12] comes from [2-17] which is again an approxima­
tion formula. So we’d better use k^'s only to solve motion parameters. Hence we adopt the follow-
ing algorithm.
Let
ui' = k i'-k9'; U2' = k2  ; U3r = k3'; 
U4' = k /;  U5' = k5'-k 9' ; ug' = k6' ; [4-22]
Obviously
u?' = k7'; us' = kg';
Let
Ui' = tali, i=l, • * * ,8, for some X
Si = U2' + U4' = -pVy'-qVx' [4-23]
s2 = U8' + U6' = -qVz'+Vy' [4-24]
with
S3 = U7' + U3' = -pVz'+Vx' [4-25]
Vx' = XVx; VY' = W Y; Vz'  = XVZ; 
and p, q being unaffected. Then we have
[4-26]
Vx' = pVz' + s3 [4-27]
Vy' = qVz' + S2
Substitute [4-26] and [4-27] into [4-22], [4-3] and [4-8], we get
[4-28]
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P ( qVz'+S2 ) + q ( pVz'+s3 ) = -Si 
P ( pVz'+s3 ) +Vz' = -Ui'
q (qV z'+s2 )+Vz' = -u 5'
Summing [4-24], [4-25] and [4-26] leads to
Vz' (p+q)2 + (S2+S3) (p+q) + 2Vz'+Si+ui'+u5' = 0 
From [4-30] ~ [32], we shall have
p = (-s3± t i ) /2 V z' 
q = (-s2 ± t2) /  2VZ'
P+q = (—(s2+s3) ± t3) /  2VZ'
where
ti = V s ^ V z W + u i ')  
t2 = Vs^ -4Vz'(Vz'+u5') 
t3 = V(s2fs3)2-4Vz'(2Vz'+s1+u1'+u5')
Thus, we must have
± ti ±t2 = ±t3
Squaring [4-39] twice leads to/
VZ'[4VZ' 3+4Vz' 2(Ui '+U5') -  Vz'(s? + s} + S  ^-  4ui'u5')-Ui'sf -  Us's^ + SiS2S3] = 
There are two different situations:
T V Z' = 0;
The condition for Vz' = 0, from [4-30] ~ [4-32], is
Ui's} + \15S$ = SiS2S3
In this case, p and q can be uniquely decided from [5-11] and [5-12] by
and from [4-16] we know
p = - u i ' / s 3 
q = - u57 s2
X = k9'
Then the motion parameters can be got from [4-3] ~ [4-10], for example,
[4-29]
[4-30]
[4-31]
[4-32]
[4-33]
[4-34]
[4-35]
[4-36]
[4-37]
[4-38]
[4-39]
[4-40]
[4-41]
[4-42]
[4-43]
[4-44]
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Vy = S2/X  
VX = %/X
cox = u87 X  [4-45]
COy = / X.
coz = -u2/ /X.-qVx
This result suggests that if we want to decide the plane structure and motion parameters 
uniquely from two views the motion should not include a translation along optical axis. This sug­
gests an application in stereo vision. We are currently carrying on research in this direction.
2. Vz'* 0 ;
Then Vz' must be a root of
4VZ' 3 + 4VZ' 2(u 1'+u 5/) -  Vz'(s? + s} + s } - 4Ul V )  -  u^s? -  u5's# + Sls2s3] = 0 [4-46]
However there are up to 3 real roots of [4-46]. We can use following constraints to reduce up to two
fake roots:
s? -4 V z'(Vz'+iii') > 0
si  -  4Vz,(Vz,+U5/) ^  0 [4-47]
(S2+S3)2 -  4Vz'(2Vz'+Si-Hi2/+u6') > 0
But we still cannot assure Vz' be unique. So we have to use the following method to find the right 
Vz'. After we get Vz' we can solve X from
X = k9'~  Vz' [4-48]
Assume uj, i = { 1,..., 9 }, be calculated from [4-14] with the given four correspondences. Then the
right Vz' and hence the correct X, should make
y. (X -  -~-)2 = minimum [4-49]
i=l ui L J
This way we decide the correct Vz'. After we get the right Vz' we can now solve other parameters, 
though there are two solutions of them.
A. if
then from [4-33] to [4-35] we know
ti + t2 = t3 [4-50]
B. otherwise there must be
then
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P u =  (-S 3± t1) / 2 V Z' [4-51]
Q U =  ( - s 2±t2) /  2V Z' [4-52]
- t 2 == t3 , or t i - 12 =  - t 3 [4-53]
Pi,2 =  ( - s 3 ± t 1) / 2 V z ' [4-54]
qi,2 =  ( - s 2 ; t 2) / 2 v z ' [4-55]
After p and q are decided the motion parameters will be given, for example, by
(Vx)i,2 = (PuVz' + S3) / X,
(Vy)i ,2 = (qi,2v z' + S2) / X
(g>x)i,2 = ~u6 /  A, + (Vy)i,2 [4-56]
(°>y)i,2 = ” (Vx)i,2 + U3'/X
(®z)l,2 = -U 2 / ^  ” qu(Vx)l,2
The spurious solution can be figured out by requiring cox, coy, coz be small. Or if multiple 
plane patches of the same object are considered at the same time, we can use the motion con­
sistence condition and surface continuity condition to find the right solution. We’ll discuss this 
problem later.
Simulation results show that this algorithm works well only for small rotation. And in general 
cases it will only guarantee the accuracy of the dominant motion parameters. It is less robust than 
the algorithm discussed in the next section. The experiment results using this model are given in 
Table ?. From our experience, the velocity decomposition model generally cannot guarantee the 
accuracy of all the motion parameters, especially when the rotation is large. So if one insists to get 
the velocities Xc, Yc, and cox etc., instead of R and T , we still suggest that one solve R and T first, 
and then use Fact 2.4 to get the velocities.
5. Perfect Transformation Approach For Plane Motion
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In this section we introduce a robust algorithm for the plane model solution for both motion 
representations. Some of the theorems we shall give here were established by Tsai ([18], 1982) and 
Weng ([25],1988) earlier with very complicated proofs. We repeat them here by alternative but 
much briefer and stronger proofs to make our other theorems and our algorithm better understood . 
We’ll give the references for those theorems established by other people in a different way. The 
algorithm introduced here gives robust solutions for plane motion. Thus it may be directly useful in 
many applications where plane models apply. For example, in industry robot, aircraft and automo­
bile navigation etc., we may sometimes directly use the plane model to solve motion. However if 
we do not have any information about the surface we cannot use it to directly solve general surface 
motion. But the goal of our approach is to use this model to do the job of general surface motion 
solution. So we’ll give more than enough results for plane motion solution.
Rewrite [4-1] as
NT
X
Y
Z
then [2-18] becomes
where
x
 
5h
i______ = R
X
Y + TN7
X
Y = K
X
Y
Z' Z Z Z
[5-1]
[5-2]
K =R  + TNT
ki k2 k3 
k4 k5 k6 [5-3]
k7 k8 k9
We see [5-2] and [5-3] are in the same form as [4-15] though the inner representation is different. 
However the value of both K 's should be the same. Thus we will consider K is the same. As dis­
cussed earlier, K can be solved to within a constant with four correspondences from [4-19]. The 
scalar can be decided by the rigidity condition (Tsai,[18] and Weng [25]).
Before we go into detail to solve R , T , and N from K we should note the duality of the prob­
lem. Let’s consider
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K t = R t + NTt [5-4]
we immediately see that to recover R , T , and N from K is equivalent to recover R T, N , and T
from K T. Because KKT has exacdy the same eigenvalues as KTK, we can see the discussion
below about the property of N also suits to T . We will call this property as the duality property.
One difference should be remembered is that T can be anything, but N can never be zero.
Now we show how to decide K uniquely. We first give following theorem.
Theorem 5.1. (See also Weng, [25])
The necessary and sufficient condition for a 3-dimensional matrix K to be able to decomposed 
into the form [5-3] with R a rotation matrix, T and N vectors, is that the three eigenvalues of the 
matrix K TK A*, A2, and A3 with Ai < A2 ^ A3 satisfy
0 < Ai < A2= l  < A3 [5-5]
Proof: We only prove the necessary part here, the sufficient part is automatically proved by 
our following constructing procedure. Since the eigenvalues of K TK must be nonnegative, what 
we need to do is to show A2= 1. First we show 1 is an eigenvalue of K TK. In any case, let any 
nonzero real vector X satisfy:
NT X =0, and T T R X = 0  [5-6]
then
K TK X = (R t + NTt )(R + TNt )X
= (Rt + NTt )RX = R TRX = X =1'X [5-7]
hence A = 1 is an eigenvalue. Let it be A2. Then we show one of the rest two eigenvalues, say, Ai
must be less than or equal to 1 and the other, say, A3 must be larger than or equal to 1. Let W be an
orthonormal matrix such that
W T KTK W = diag 0.J X3), [5-8]
let X be any non-zero vector orthogonal to N , i.e.,
NT X = 0  [5-9]
then
KX = RX [5-10]
and let U = [ U! u2 u3 ]T = W TX , hence X =W U, thus from [5-10] and the orthonormality
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condition [2-25] we should have
XT KTKX = XTRTRX = XTX [5-11]
or
UT WTW U = UT W TK TKW U 
From [5-8] and the orthonormality of W we have
[5-12]
u? + u£ + u ÿ = A^u? + Xïui + X3 u$ [5-13]
or
(1 -  Xi) u? = (X3  -  l)u£ [5-14]
Because X\ and .^3 are both nonnegative, to make equation [5-14] to be true, the larger one, say X3  
must be greater than or equal to 1 and the smaller one, say X\ must be less than or equal to 1. 
Q.E.D..
Immediately we have the following Corollaries.
Corollary 5.1.
The other two eigenvalues are given by
[5-15]
where
b = Trace(KTK )~  1, and c = det(KTK) IK I2 [5-16]
Proof: From linear algebra we know
A,i X2  X3 = IKTKI = IK I2 and ^ i + A,2 + A.3 = Trace(KTK) [5-17]
Since X2  = 1 thus we have [5-15]. Q.E.D..
Corollary 5.2.
The trace and determinant of KTK must satisfy
(Trace(KTK ) - l )2 > 41K I2 [5-18]
Proof: this is because both Xi and X3 in [5-15] must be real numbers. Q.E.D.. 
Corollary 5.3.
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In any case the three eigenvalues of K TK are equal, they must be 1 and in this situation 
IK I =1, Trace (KTK ) = 3 and if two of them are equal they must be 1 either.
Proof: This is a direct consequence of Theorem 5.1 and [5-15]. Q.E.D..
Corollary 5.4.
The rank of K is at least 2.
Proof: Since K TK has at most one eigenvalue less than 1 thus it can at most has one zero 
eigenvalue. Hence its rank is at least 2. Because K has the same rank as KTK thus the rank of K is 
at least 2. Q.E.D..
It seems [5-15] gives a direct way to find the eigenvalues of K TK. However we can hardly 
use it, because from [4-19] we can only solve K up to a scalar, that is we can only get K ' = a K . So 
what we can do is to first solve all the eigenvalues X \, X'2, V3 of K ^ K ', assuming X \ < X'2 ^ V3 
and then to get
K = K '
±7*7 [5-19]
To decide whether +VV2 or is to be used in [5-19], we need to make use of one point
correspondence in the image. Let (x, y) be such a point. Because it’s depth Z and its correspon­
dence point’s depth Z' must be positive we shall have
= k7X + k8y + k9 > 0 [5-20]
So in [5-19] one must select W x?2 or -V v j such that [5-20] is satisfied. Then we can get
= X'i /  X'2t X2  = 1, A* = X'3  / X' 2  [5-21]
Though K can be solved uniquely, however, we may have up to two sets of solutions to 
recover R , T , and N from K . The spurious solution can only be figured out by other constraints. 
Tsai ([18]) and Weng ([25]) worked out an algorithm separately. Based on our theorems we sug­
gest a robust algorithm here. This algorithm is a quite direct solution.
Theorem 5.2. (see also Tsai, [18] and Weng, [25])
For any matrix K of the form [5-3],
1. If two of the eigenvalues of K TK are equal to 1 then N is
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uniquely decided up to a scalar.
2. If only one of the eigenvalues of K TK are equal to 1 then there are two independent sets of 
solution for N , each up to a scalar.
3. If all three eigenvalues of K TK are equal to 1 then there are an infinite number of solutions for 
N , that is, N is undecided.
Proof: 1. Look at the equation of [5-14]. When either X\ or X3  is 1 then [5-14] defines one 
plane in terms of U . Neglecting the sign we can write [5-14] as
[ Vl-Xi 0 VA.3-1 ]U = 0 [5-22]
remember that U = W TX , thus [5-18] becomes
[ Vl-Xi 0 VX.3-1 ]WT X = 0 [5-23]
By comparing the requirement [5-9] with [5-23] we know that the two plane must be the same
except a scalar since X is chosen as any point on the plane defined by [5-9]. Thus N is decided up
to a scalar by
NT = [ Vl-X] 0 VA.3-1 ]Wt [5-24]
2. In this situation, the equation [5-14] becomes
[Vl-Xi 0 ±Vx3-l]U = 0 [5-25]
And N has two independent solutions, each up to a scalar, as following
NT = [Vl-XiO±VX.3- l]W T [5-26]
We know one of the solution is true but the other solution is fake. We shall call the fake one as
dual plane.
3. In this case any U and hence any X will satisfy [5-9]. This means any N can be a solution. 
Hence N is undecided. Q.E.D..
In the following we sometimes use NT to indicate a plane equation of the form [5-1].
Theorem 5.3.
Let N be the plane of the form [5-1]. Then, the matrix K is rank reduced iff T TRN = -1 or iff 
the projection of plane [5-1] after motion is a line in the new image plane.
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Proof: In step 1 and 2 we prove the first half part of the theorem and in step 3 we prove the 
last half of the theorem.
1. Necessary part: if K is rank reduced, therefore, there exists a nonzero 
vector N ^  such that
N'TK = 0
then, from [5-2] we have
[5-27]
N 'T X ^N 'T 'K  X = 0
The above equation gives a line equation in the new image plane:
[5-28]
N ^  [ x' y' 1 ]T = 0
2. Sufficient part: We prove this part by contradiction. Assume K has full rank, then
[5-29]
X = K -*X '
Thus from [5-1] we have the new plane after motion as
[5-30]
NTK-1 X ' = 1 [5-31]
But because the projection of the new plane is a line in the condition of the theorem, thus we have 
some N ' such that
N'T’t x ' y ' l ]  = o  [5-32]
then [5-28] holds. This is a contradiction to equation [5-31] since [5-32] and [5-28] will give a line
not a plane equation in the space. So K must be rank reduced.
3. Also note that from [5-2] and [2-25] we have
Using [5-1] we get
[5-34] has the form of [5-28] iff
R TX '  = X + R TT
NtR tX ' = 1+NtR t T
[5-33]
[5-34]
NtR t T = -1 or TTRN = -1 [5-35]
Because in step 1 and 2 we have proved [5-28] holds iff K is rank reduced thus we have finished
the proof of the theorem. Q.E.D..
Using the intermediate results in the proof of Theorem 5.3 we get the following Corollary:
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Corollary 5.5.
The corresponding plane equation of [5-1] after motion will be
NTK -1X '=  1+T\ ,RN NTRTX-= 1 
NTRTX' = 0
if K has full rank
II
ifK  is rank reduced
[5-36]
Since in solving K we assume no three of four points be colinear in the space and hence in 
both image planes, thus if we can get a unique K , then that K must be of full rank. So we shall 
assume K be of full rank in our following discussion. So according to our discussion in section 4 
and Theorem 5.1 and 5.3 we have the following theorem:
Theorem 5.4.
Four point correspondences with no three points colinear in the space suffice to decide K 
uniquely for the plane model if both projections are not degenerate, and K will have full rank if it 
can be uniquely decided from four correspondences. II
Before we reach a general conclusion we give theorems for each special case first.
Theorem 5.5 . (see also Tsai, [18] and Weng, [25] for different methods)
For a given K of the form [5-3] and if N is decided up to a scalar then there is a unique R and 
a unique T up to a scalar such that K = R + TNt .
Proof: Let X i and X2 be any two vectors such that
X 1 _L X 2 and NT X! = NT X 2 = 0 [5-37]
Then we have
R X i = K X i ^  Y;, i = 1,2 [5-38]
From Theorem 2.1 we know R can be uniquely decided by
R = [ Y 1Y2Y 1xY2] [ X 1X2X 1xX2]-i [5-39]
After R is solved T can be solved up to a scalar by
T = (K-R)N / 11N II2
In this procedure we decide R first, then decide T . We can also decide T first by solving
[5-40]
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Where
W =
WKT T = [qi q2 03 q4 05 q6]T
-2nj*+2ni - 2n?r\2 -Infni 
-2n?n2+ri2 -2n£ni+ni -2 ^ ^ ^  
-2n?n3+n3 -2nin2n3 -2nin£+ni 
-2n^ni - 2n^+2n2 - 2n£n3 
-2nin2n3 - 2n^n3+n3 - 2n2n£fn2 
-2n$ni -2n$ri2 -2n^+2n3
and qi, i=l,2, • • • ,6 are the elements of Q , i.e.,
Q =
qi 02^3 
02^4 05 
03 q5 06
, and Rank (W ) = 3 always
= ( 1 -  IIKN ll2)NNT+ K TK - I
And then R can be decided by
In [5-42] and [5-43] we assume
R = K - T N T
[5-41]
[5-42]
[5-43]
[5-44]
IINI|2 = n?+nft-n?=l [5-45]
So one should first normalize N then solve [5-41] and then divide T by IIN II. The proof of this
part is included in the Appendix A. Q.E.D..
Though the absolute value of IIN II and 11T 11 for each solution is not decided but the pro­
duct IIN II NT II and the direction N ^ N /I IN  II andT ^ T / I I T  II are definite. So in the follow­
ing discussion when we discuss the uniqueness of the solution we always imply that IIN II IIT II 
and the direction vectors N and T are unique.
Theorem 5.6. ( see also Tsai ([18]) and Weng ([25]))
If all the eigenvalues of K TK are equal to 1, then R = K , T = 0, and N is undecided.
(
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Proof: Because all the eigenvalues of K TK are 1, thus there exists an orthonormal matrix W 
such that
W T K TK W = I ,  o r K TK = (WT)_1(W )_1 = I [5-46]
In the last equation we have used the fact that W is an orthonormal matrix. [5-46] tells us that K is
an orthonormal matrix. Now consider a triad constructed by three non-zero unit vectors Xi, X2, X3
such that
X i J _ X 2, NJLXi , i=  1,2, and X3 = XixX2 . [5-47]
Because of [5-46] and [5-47] we have
(KXi)T(KXj) = 8ijf i,j = 1,2, 3 [5-48]
where 5y is a Dirac function. [5-48] means KXi, i = 1, 2, 3 construct a triad either. Thus we must
have
KX3 = <x(KX ixKX2) [5-49]
for some constant a. Still because of the orthonormality of K and [5-47] we should have
IIKX3II = IIX3II = IIXiII IIX2II [5-50]
and from [5-49] and [5-48] we get
loci IIKX1xKX2II = I a  I IIKXi II IIKX2II = lal  IIXi II IIX2II = IIXjll IIX2II [5-51] 
Thus we have a  = ± 1. Since a rigid motion should not change the rigdity of the triad, by requiring
keeping the chirality we must have a  = 1. Hence we have
KX ixKX2 = K (X ixX2) [5-52]
Because X i, i = 1,2, are peipendicular to NT, thus we have
RXi = KXit i=l,2 [5-53]
and then from [2-28], [5-53] and [5-52] we get
RX3 = R (X ixX2) = RX !XRX2 = KX ixKX2 = K (X ixX2) [5-54]
Finally from [5-54] and [5-53] we reach
R [X 1X2 X 1xX2 ] = [ K X 1KX2 KX1xKX2] = K [ X 1X2 X 1xX2 ] [5-55]
Since [ X i  X2 XxxX2 ] has three orthogonal columns and is hence invertible, we have got R = K. 
And then by TNT = K -  R = 0 and NT * 0 we have T = 0. But N is undecided. Q.E.D..
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Note that the cases in Theorem 5.2 are incompatible, from Theorem 5.2 to Theorem 5.6 we 
immediately have the following general theorem.
Theorem 5.7. (see also Tsai, [18] and Weng, [25] for different statements)
For any matrix K of the form [5-3],
1. iff all the three eigenvalues of K TK are 1 then R = K , and T = 0.
2. iff two of the three eigenvalues of KTK are 1 then R can be uniquely decided and N and T can 
be uniquely decided to within a scalar.
3. iff all the three eigenvalues of K TK are different then there are two independent sets of solu­
tions for R , N , and T » where N and T can only be decided to within a scalar. II
So far we have known that if there is no translation, then all the three eigenvalues of K TK 
will be 1 and the motion can be uniquely decided but the plane cannot be decided. But in what 
cases K TK will have two identical eigenvalues and in what cases it has three different eigenvalues? 
That is, In what situation the motion and the plane can be uniquely decided and in what situation 
they cannot? How are the eigenvalues of K TK associated with the motion and the plane position? 
In case two solutions exist how are the dual plane and motion related to the real plane and motion? 
The following theorem answers these questions. To make the statement brief we use the convention 
that a zero vector is said to be parallel to any vector. And we generally assume there exist two sets 
of solutions for [5-3]. If the the dual solution is identical to the real solution then we have the 
unique solution.
Theorem 5.8.
For any matrix K of the form [5-3], let R , T , and N be the real solution, then the dual plane 
N d, dual translation vector T d and dual rotation matrix Rd satisfy
N d = a(N 11T l|2 + 2R'I>T) = a (K T + RT)T 
T d = P(T 11N 112 + 2RN) = P(K + R)N 
R d = K -ap(K  + R)NTT(K + R)
[5-56]
[5-57]
[5-58]
where a, P are constants and ap  is to be decided by making
R iR d  = [K -ap(K  +R )N T T(K + R )]t[K-<xP(K +R)N T T(K +R)]  = I [5.59]
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And there are still many other relations can be derived from [5-56] and [5-57], e.g.
(R j T d + R TT 11T d 112) // N [5-60]
So iff R TT // N then K TK has three identical eigenvalues and the dual solution is identical to the
real solution aside from a scalar in N and T , in other words, R , T and N has unique solution.
Proof: What we need to show is that iff R TT //N then the dual plane is identical to the real 
plane aside from a scalar. Assume any vector X such that
NTX^O [5-61]
but
XT K TK X = X TX, [5-62]
Expending the left side of [5-61] and rearranging the resulting formula leads to
XT (RtTNt + NTt R +NTTTNT) X = 0, [5-63]
or XT (N IIT II2+2RtT )‘N t X = 0
or XT (N IIT ll2+2RTT) = 0 [5-64]
because of [5-61]. Obviously ( see Theorem 5.2 ), [5-64] defines the dual plane, in other words,
N d // (N IIT II2+2RtT), thus we get [5-56]. By the duality property we immediately have [5-57].
And [5-58] results because K = R d + TdN1^ . [5-59] is a requirement of the orthonormality of R d.
Since a scalar in Nd will not affect Nd> T d, and IITd II IINdll so without losing generality we
select one solution is
Nd = N IIT I I ^ R T T  [5-65]
Similarly we can consider N is a dual plane of N d, thus, just like [5-56] we should have
N = y(NdIITdll2 + 2R jTd) [5-66]
where y is a non-zero constant because N cannot be zero. Replace [5-65] into [5-66] we get
(1-yllT 11211T d 112)N = 2y(RTT IITdll2 + 2 R j T d) [5-67]
So it is clear that (R JT  d + R TT 11T d 112) is parallel to N . From [5-56] we know iff R ’I>T H N then
Nd is parallel to N, and Nd is identical to N aside from a scalar. Thus we have proved that iff
R TT /IN  then K has unique decomposition into R + TNT. Q.E.D..
Now the problem that remains is how we figure out the spurious solution in case two solutions 
exist. There are many methods, such as multiple plane patches, multiple views and motion epipolar
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constraint [2-39] etc., which can do the job. We shall only discuss the last two methods here. Tsai 
etc. ([19]) investigated three view problem earlier and established the uniqueness theorem in a long 
paper. Unfortunately it seems to us that the proof and the conclusion is only true for a special case, 
as verified by our following theorem and many numerical results. Their theorem and proof are 
based on one assumption which says that iff the plane and the dual plane solved from t2 to ti are 
excatly the same as those solved from t2 to t3 then the motion from t2 to tj and from t2 to t3 are both 
undecided, but in this case, they proved that the motion from txtot3 is a pure rotation and is 
uniquely decided. We would like to point out that if the plane and the dual plane solved from t2 to ti 
are not excatly the same as but are just parallel to those solved from t2 to t3 separately, then the 
motion is also undecided, because in monocular vision we can only decide the plane up to a scalar 
and hence cannot distinguish two planes of the same orientation. And in this case, the motion from 
ti to t3 is not a pure rotation in general and hence cannot be uniquely decided either. Our conclusion 
has been verified by many numerical results.
Lemma 5.1.
If K “1 exists, then vector NT is parallel to N dT iff NTK -1 is parallel to NdTK-1, and NT = 0 
iff NTK -1 = 0 .
Proof: We only prove the sufficient part, the necesary part can be proved the same way. If N is 
parallel to N d, then there exists some number a  such that N = a N d. Then we have 
NK"1 = aN dK _1. This means NK_1 is parallel to NdK_1. And if NT = 0, it is obvious NTK~l = 0 
Q.E.D..
Lemma 5.2.
If the plane N * 0 , then the dual plane N d = 0 iff the translation T = 0.
Proof: From Theorem 5.8 we know the dual plane is represented by
Nd = oc(N NT ll2 + 2RTT) = (Kt + R t )T [5-68]
hence if T = 0 then Nd=0. if Nd = 0 then we see R d = K . This means k is a rotation matrix. From
Theorem 5.6 we know T = 0. Q.E.D..
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In fact when T = 0, N and N d are all undecided. This lemma just shows that unless T =0 then 
a zero vector can never be the solution of the plane.
Theorem 5.9.
Let
X ' = (Ri + TiNF)X = KxX with N fX  = 1 [5-69]
X " = (R2 + T 2N J ) X '  = K 2 X '  with N j X '  = 1 [5-70]
and
X " = (R3 + T 3N it )X = K 3 X [5-71]
with
R 3 = R 2R j, T3 = T 2 + R 2T l [5-72]
where X , X X  " are the same scene point at time ti, t2 and t3 separately. Assume all Ki ,i = 1,2,3,
can be solved uniquely by four correspondences and no two views alone can decide the motion
uniquely, then iff there exists no number a  such that
(K i  + R J ) T 2 = oc(Ki)_1(K f + R f  )T ! [5-73]
then three views suffice to decide the motions uniquely, and the planes can be d ecided uniquely
either if any one of the translation vectors is not zero.
Proof: There are three motions in three view: from ti to t2, from t2 to t3, and from tj to t3. We 
know that in each motion, there are at most two sets of solutions. Thus, if one motion is uniquely 
decided, then all other motions can be consequently decided either. And so do the planes.
Now let’s prove the theorem. Because we assume no two views alone can decide the motion 
uniquely, thus each KiTKi, i = 1,2,3, has full rank, three different eigenvalues and hence two sets of 
decompositions. What we need to find is the condition under which the dual solutions happen to 
make up a consistent motion. According to Theorem 5.8, from K i we can get one of the dual plane 
of N ! as
N ld = ( K F + R ^ T j, [5-74]
from K 2 we can get one of the dual plane of N 2 as
N m = ( K J + R J ) T 2, [5-75]
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and from K 3 we can get another of the dual plane of N 1 as
From Corollary 5.5 we have
N 'w  = (K J + R ? )T 3,
" ’ - T P r l W ™  ■ <KT>"N '
[5-76]
[5-77]
From Theorem 5.7 and Theorem 5.8 we know that N id and N'id cannot make up a consistent 
motion with N 2 otherwise N id and N 'id must be parallel to N 1, which means that K 1 and K 3 have 
unique decompositions and hence contradicts our assumption. Similarly from [5-77] we know N 2d 
cannot make up a consistent motion with N 1 since N2 is uniquely defined by [5-77], that is, given 
K i, the plane after motion is definitely decided. Thus what we need to find is just the condition that 
N id, N2d, N 'id make up a consistent motion. Again from Corollary 5.5 we know, to make this hap­
pen, we need and only need N = pN id , K JN 2d = ocN id for some constants alpha, and p. Thus 
we get the following equations:
K f ( K j  + R J ) T 2 = cctfiF + R F ) T i  [5-78]
( K j  + R j ) T 3 = p C K f + R f ) T 1 [5-79]
Replacing [5-72] into [5-79] we get
(K J + R J X T 2 + R 2T!) = m i  + R i r )T, [5-80]
or
(K F K JT J  + K F K J R 2T ,  + R ? T 2 + R?]RJT1) = P(Kf + R f ) T 1 [5-81]
It turns out iff
P = 1 + a  [5-82]
then [5-79] and [5-78] can both hold. Therefore given an a  there is exactly one P such that [5-78]
and [5-79] both hold. So what we need to know is the condition under which [5-78] holds. Rewrit­
ing [5-78] we have
R iN 111T 2112 / ( l+TfR iNi)  + 2 R jT 2 = a(Kjr )-1(Kir + R j ) T i  [5-83]
So from [5-82] we see, in general cases for any fixed R T h N x and a , there are an infinite number
of solutions for R 2, T 2 such that [5-78] is satisfied. So in general cases we cannot assure that three
views can decide the motion and the plane uniquely. However, for a given R 2,T 2, there might be
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no a  such that [5-78] is satisfied, if we consider that R 2 and T 2 are totally random, then the proba­
bility with which [5-78] happens to be met is almost zero. So we have proved the theorem. Q.E.D..
However, we find if a  = -1 or (3 = 1 in Theorem 5.9, then we find we will get the same conclu­
sion as Tsai did. We state this fact as a corollary.
Corollary 5.6
We use the same notations as in Theorem 5.9. If it happens that in [5-73] a  = - l ,  the motion 
from ti to t3 can be uniquely decided; or in [5-79] if p = 1 then the motion from titot2 can be 
decided uniquely.
Proof: If a  = -1, from [5-82] we know P = 0, then from [5-79] and [5-76] we know N = 0. 
Hence according to Lemma 5.2 we know T 3 = 0 and R 3 = K 3. Thus the motion from ti to t3 can be 
uniquely decided. Simmilarly one can prove the other part conclusion when P = 1. Q.E.D..
From Theorem 5.9 we know that we cannot rely on three views to figure out the fake solution, 
though multiple view matching of course gives more evidences of the true motion and plane. How­
ever we still have the motion epipolar line constraint to judge the correct one. Suppose in the 
scene there are many other points not on the same plane we are solving, and if the correspondeces 
of these points are available then we can check on which motion epipolar line defined by the two 
sets of motions as in form of [2-39] their correspondences lie. And then we can decide the right 
motion. However, if all the scene points fail to satisfy the "surface condition" defined in [22], then 
this technique may sometimes again break down. Fortunately the probability with which this situa­
tion happens in the nature is also zero.
Now we come to the problem how we find out the four correspondences in a plane. In the 
stereo case or when range data available, the plane equation can be solved before one solve the 
motion. This problem is almost equivalent to the three point correspondence technique described by 
Theorem 2.2. For the monocular case where depth information is not available before solving the 
motion, then it seems this technique can hardly be used in application. However, by playing a trick 
and searching in a reasonable window we will find we only need three point correspondences to 
solve the motion, but we still need many other correspondences to judge the correct one. The algo-
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rithm will be discussed in next section. But we first give three useful theorems here.
Theorem 5.10.
If the motion R and T is solved and T * 0, then given any three point coorespondences not 
colinear in space, one can find the plane they lie uniquely.
Proof: [5-2] can be rewritten as
y
1
= [R  + T N t ]
Thus one correspondence gives two dependent equations for N = [ ni n2 nsub3 ]:
x' = frn+tini)x + (ri2+tin2)y + (ri3+tin3) 
(r3i+t3ni)x + (r32+t3n2)y + (r33+t3n3)
/ _ (r2i+t2ni)x + (r22+t2n2)y + (r23+t2n3) 
(r3i+t3ni)x + (r32+t3n2)y + (r33+t3n3) 
Reordering the above equations we get
(rn~r3ix')x + (ri2- r32x')y + ri3- r33x' xn! + yn2 + n3 = ---- i£—££—
[5-84]
[5-85]
[5-86]
[5-87]
or
xnt + ynz + nj = ( r 2 1 ~ r 3 i y ' ) x  + + r23-r33y'
t3y - t 2 [5-88]
[5-87] and [5-88] should be the same. It is easy to know that three non-colinear points in space will 
suffice to solve N from [5-87] or [5-88]. Q.E.D..
[5-87] relies on x' and [5-88] relies on y'. One can selectively use [5-87] or [5-88] if he feels 
that x' or y' may be more accurate. The next Theorem tells us that if we know the plane that three 
non-colinear points lie but not the plane that their correspondences lie then we may get up to four 
sets of solutions. Again, by multiple view matching, motion epipolar line constraint, we may get the 
unique solution.
Theorem 5.11.
Three non-colinear point correspondences with depths or the plane equation in one image 
known, will give up to four sets of motion solution.
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Proof: In this theorem we shall reverse the convention on the use of prime to make notation 
simpler. Let’s consider three noncolinear points X'i, i = 1,2,3, and their correspondences Xj, i 
=1,2,3, and assume they are related by
Xj = RX'i + T , i = 1,2,3 [5-89]
Because the plane equation or the depths in X'i, i =1,2,3, are known, we can assume X'i, i =1,2,3,
are all known. Thus we have
X j - X 2 = R ( X ' j - X ' 2), X i - X 3 = R ( X ' ! - X ' 3) [5-90]
Becasue of the noncolinearity of X'i, i = 1,2,3, [5-90] gives two independent matrix equations. Now
using [2-19], we shall have following equations from [5-89]:
(Z iei-Z iG i) • = (X'x-X'i) • (X'x-X'j), i,j = 2,3 [5-91]
let
X i = 7 p  x’2=-z r  i> 92]
P l= IIXY-X'2I|2, p2 = IIX'j-X'sN2, p3 = (X,1- X /2) - ( X ' , - X '3) 
then [5-91] gives following three equations:
k?(xf»-y2+l) -  2X1(x1x2+y1y2+l) + (x?+yff 1) = p i /Z ?  [5-93]
Xi(x£fyffl) -  2X,i(xix3+yxy3+ 1) + (xffyff l)  = p2 /  Z? [5-94]
a.iX2(x2X3+y2y3+l) -  ^x(x2Xx+y2yi+l) -  ^2(xxx3+yiy3+l) + (x?+yf+-l) = p3 / Z? [5-95] 
Combining [5-93] and [5-95] and deleting Zx gives
or
X?(xfhyfH)p3 -  kx(xix2+yiy2+l)(2p3-p i) + a.2(xxx3+yxy3+l)pi 
-XiA.2(x2X3+y2y3+l)pi + (p3-pi)(x?+y?+l) = 0 [5-96]
a<)X? + a x X x+a2 A,2+a3 X, x X,2 +a4 = 0 
and combining [5-94] and [5-95] and deleting Zx gives
[5-97]
^ (x |+ y^+ l)p3 -  ^2(xxx3+yxy3+l)(2p3-p 2) + X1(x1x2+y1y2+l)p2 
-A.x^2(X2X3+y2y3+l)p2 + (p3-p2)(x?+y?+l) = 0 [5-98]
or
V
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b(A<? + biA.i+b2A.2+b3 i^>,2 +b4 = 0 [5-99]
From [5-97] we can get
 ^ aoX?+ai>.i+a4
~ ~ a2+a3A,1 [5"100]
then replacing [5-100] into [5-99] will give a fourth order polynomial equation for A*. So we have
at most four real, positive solutions for A*. After Ai is solved, A2 and Z\ will be given by [5-100] 
and [5-93] etc.. Thus Zl5 Z2, and Z3 will have up to four sets of solutions. From Theorem 2.2 we
know, R and T will also have up to four sets of solutions. We can require A*, A.2, and Z\ be positive
to figure out some fake solutions, but we cannot assure this always makes the solution unique. 
Q.E.D..
To figure out the spurious solutions we may again use the motion epipolar constraint. But if 
the motion is small, we can also solve [2-17] to get an approximate solution of the motion and then 
use Fact 2.4, i.e. [2-59], to pick out the real solution.
From Corollary 5.5, Theorem 5.10 and Theorem 5.11 we see oringinally we may need 4 plane 
point correspondences to solve motion, but sequentially we only need three point correspondences 
to solve motion. Since three non-colinear points always lie in a plane, thus this method can be 
extended to non-planar surfaces. In fact Theorem 5.11 holds not only for planar surfaces if only 
depths are known in one image. Sequentially, relative depth information may be got from previous 
motion estimation but may not be always available. When translation is zero, then the depth infor­
mation may not be given. Another problem is that if one uses the previous information to solve 
following-on motion, the errors may accumulate. That is, the error in the estimation of previous 
motion may pass to the following motion estimation. So we have to have a restart algorithm to 
correct the wrong estimations. A realistic algorithm using only three point correspondences is dis­
cussed in Section 8.
6. Traditional Two Step 8-point Linear Algorithm
In this section we investigate the advantages and disadvantages of the traditional 8-point linear 
algorithm and then propose an improved one. The traditional 8-point algorithm assumes the
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translation T * 0. Then at least 8-point correspondences satisfying the surface assumption ([22], 
Zhuang) are required to give a solution of T xR by solving [2-39]. Let
G = T x
0 —13 t2
t3 0 - t i  
- t2 ti 0
gF
g i
g?
hi h2 h3 0 —13 t2
E = 1*4 hs h6 = TxR  = t3 0 - ti
h7 hs h9
o
rH1
Then [2-39] becomes
[6-1]
[6-2]
[ x ' y ' l ] E  [ x y l ] T = 0 [6-3]
and n point correspondences will give the following equation
A h = 0 [6-4]
where
*'i*! x'iyi x'i y'ixi y'iyi y'i xi yi 1
A =
x n^n x nyn x n y nxn y nyn y n xn yn 1
h = [ ^  h2 • • • h9 ]T [6-5]
Then the traditional two step linear algorithm first gets a least square solution of E from [6-4] 
and then recovers T and R from E . The least square solution of [6-4] is just the eigenvector of unit 
norm of ATA associated with the smallest eigenvalue of ATA . There also exist several linear algo­
rithms for recovering T and R from E . v
The advantage of this algorithm is the linearity and closedness of the solution as well as the 
integrability of many correspondences. But it also has some disadvantages:
1. it cannot handle the case where T = 0 or T is small, that is, one cannot compare which esti­
mation is better: a pure rotation or a rotation plus a small translation. And when the translation is 
very small, to recover T and R from E might be extremely erroneous.
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equivalent to having a nonzero solution E such that E is not equal to aT  xR for any nonzero a. 
II
We would like to point out that this is true only when there is no noise. When noise exists in 
the matrix A then even [6-4] is not degenerate, not every solution E from [6-4] can be decomposed 
into aT  xR , as we will see in the next subsection.
Surface Assumption
The group of points S used in A does not lie on a quadratic surface of the following form:
[X Y Z]U [X Y Z]T + TTRU [X Y Z]T = 0 [6-6]
with
IIU + UTII + IITTRU II 9ft 0 [6-7]
where U can be any 3x3 matrix. II
This assumption is only a sufficient condition for the uniqueness of motion solution but not 
necessary. In case of noise, this condition still cannot guarantee the solution E from [6-4] can be 
decomposed in to [6-2].
Theorem
Under the Surface Assumption, the two-view motion equation [6-4] has a rank 8 and a general 
solution aT  x R , when T * 0, or a rank 6 and a general solution T xxR, where T x is any (nonzero, 
added by the authors) real vector, when T = 0. II
Still we would like to point out that this theorem is only true in case of no noise. The reason 
we mention this surface assumption here is that this assumption must be satisfied to apply the 8- 
point linear algorithm. However, even it is satisfied we may still not find a solution E of the form 
[6-2] from [6-4] in case of noise. This is to be seen in the following.
6.2. Conditions and Algorithm for Decomposing E into T xR
Based on Theorem 2.1, we propose our algorithm to recover T and R from E . If a matrix E 
has a decomposition of the form [6-4] with T * 0 we say that E has a motion decomposition. We 
shall first state some necessary conditions for a matrix E to have a motion decomposition in
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theorems, then propose our algorithm to do the decomposition, and at last give the necessary and 
sufficient condition for a matrix E to have a motion decomposition. Let’s transpose [6-2] into the 
following form:
E T = [ e i e2e 3 ] =
hj h4 I17 
h2 I15 hg = R T
0 t3 —12 
“ t3 0 ti = R T[ g l g 2 g3 ] = R TGT [6-8]
ll3 h6 I19 t2 -ti  0
Because of [2-25] we know R has full rank. Thus from Lemma 4.1 we have the following theorem: 
Theorem 6.1.
A necessary condition for a matrix E to have a motion decomposition [6-4] is that E has 
exactly a rank two.
Proof: Because R has full rank thus the rank of E is equal to the rank of G . Since 
T = [ti t2 t3]T * 0, thus a direct rank checking shows that the rank of G is exactly 2 in any cases. 
Q.E.D.
This theorem tells us that if E solved from [6-4] has a rank other than 2 then we cannot 
decompose it into T x R . And if E can be decomposed into T xR then e i, e 2, e3 must lie in a plane. 
In Theorem 6.3 we shall even show not every matrix of rank 2 can be decomposed into the form 
[6-2]. Again we have the following useful theorem:
Theorem 6.2
Let i, j and k be three incompatible indices among 1, 2, and 3, that is , i*j, j*k, i*k and i,j,k = 
[1, 2, 3}, then in equation [6-8] eixej = 0 iff tk = 0, and ei = 0 iff tj = tk = 0 and 
ej * 0, ek * 0 ,ejxek * 0.
Proof: Because of property [2-28] we have
eixej = R T(giXgj) [6-9]
From Lemma 5.1 we know eiXej = 0 iff gixgj = 0. But gixgj = 0 iff tk = 0. Also from Lemma 5.1
we know that ei = 0 iff gj = 0 or iff tj = tk = 0, because E has rank two, thus the other two columns
ei and ej of it cannot be zero at the same time as well as parallel to each other. So if 0, then we
must have ej * 0, and ek * 0 ,ejxek * 0. Q.E.D.
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Noticing that R is an orthonormal matrix, we have
E E T =
or we get
e l
e j
e f
[ e i e 2 e 3l =G R R TGT = GGT [6-10]
tj2 + t£ = llei II2
0 . J e;
t? = — 1
li ;II2 + llekll2-  llejll2
ti tj — ej • ej
where i, j, k are three incompatible indices among 1, 2, and 3. Immediately we have
[6-11]
[6-12]
[6-13]
2(t? + tf  + ti> = 2IIT ll2 = l le ill2+ lle2ll2+ lle3II2 = IIh II2 [6-14]
Thus if we scale h in advance such that 11 h 112 = 2, then we have 11T11 =1, that is, our solution of
the translation is automatically a unit vector.
Now our algorithm becomes clear. First calculate 11 em 11, m = 1, 2, 3, let the smallest of them 
be lleiII.Then
t _ +-\J  IIejII2 + llekll2 -  llejll2
= ±V1 -  llejll2 , when 11 h II =1
and
[6-15]
[6-16]tj — (er  Cj) / h , j ^  i, j — 1,2,3.
The absolute value of tj and t  ^can also be calculated from
, 11 ei 112 H- 11 ek II2— lle;ll2 .  .........................
tj = ± \ - ----1 --------- 1—  , J * k * i ,  j , k =  1,2,3
= ±V 1 -  11 e j 112 , when 11 h II =1 [6-16A]
[6-16] and [6-16A] should give the same value , otherwise we cannot find a consistent decomposi­
tion for the given E . But in case there are some small errors in E , then [6-16] and [6-16A] may not 
give the same results. So we suggest the following way to calculate V  m = 1,2,3. Using [6-15] and 
[6-16A] to decide the absolute value of tm, m — 1,2,3, but using [6-16] to decide the signs of tm, m =
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1,2,3 for each set of T . The reason is that a small change in ei or ej may cause a large change in 
e f e j but can only cause a relatively smaller change in 11 e i 112 H- 11 112 — 11 e j 112.
Thus, if E can be decomposed into T x R , then we have two sets of solution of T . For each set 
of T we have a corresponding solution for R . Let the two sets of solutions be T 1} R i and 
T 2 = -T  i, R 2.
Since Neill is the smallest of II e m II, m = 1, 2, 3, thus ti cannot be zero and will be of the 
largest absolute value among tm, m = 1,2,3. Notice that IIgj II = t? + 1£, j * i * k, j,k = 1,2,3, and 
gjXgk = ±tiT, for any i * j * k, ij,k  = 1,2,3. Thus from Theorem 2.1 we know R can be recoverd 
from
R T = [ e j e k ejxek ] [ g j g k g ^ ] - 1 [6-17]
The inversion of right side of [6-17] is well conditioned because of our choosing of gj and gk. 
By this way we find two sets of solutions for the decomposition of E . Let the two sets of solutions 
be T i, R i and T 2 = —T 1, R 2. But only one set of solution is true. By the help of one correspondece 
we can decide the sign of T before we solve R and hence save some labor to find the true solution. 
Without losing generality, we assume the real solution of translation is T = aTo, where a  is some 
constant and To is either T 1 o r - T 1 and the real rotation is Ro, where Ro could be either R 1 or 
R 2. Thus from [2-18] we have
Z '0  = R o© Z + ocT 0 [6-18]
Using T q to cross-multiply both sides of [6-18] we get
T 0x(Z'©') = (ToxRo)0 Z [6-19]
or
Z'■y G o0 '  = E0  [6-20]
where G0 is the matrix form of T 0x as in [6-1]. Now no matter T 0 = T x or T 0 = -T j  can be 
uniquely decided by
Z
Tr-V ©TETE©© '‘ GcfGo®' [6'21]
Since all other terms except G 0 in [6-21] are fixed, thus in general if T! satisfies [6-22], then -T [
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will not, and vice versa. The only exception happens when E 0  = 0. In this case we cannot decide 
the true one. However, because E has rank 2, there will be at most one point (x,y) in the image 
plane such that E 0  = 0. To make the algorithm more robust we can modify the criterion as follow­
ing. Let
L1= 2 IIEe i - ^ . G 10 'i ll2 [6-22]
L2 = 2 I I E e i + ^ - G i e ' i l|2 [6-23]
where G i is the matrix form of T i. Then if Lj < L2 then T 1 and R 1 is the solution. Otherwise we 
must have L2 < Li and T 2 and R 2 is the solution.
So far we have decided Ro and T 0, but the sign of a  is still not decided. By requiring a posi­
tive depth and using [2-55] one can easily decide the sign of a.
In the following we shall give a necessary and sufficient condition under which a 3 by 3 matrix 
E = [ e i e 2 e 3 ] of rank 2 can be decomposed into T x R , where R is a rotation matrix, and T * 0 
is an vector. We first list all the necessary conditions and then show that these are also sufficient. 
Notice [6-12] must be true for any three incompatible indices among 1, 2, and 3, thus we have the 
following necessary condition by requiring q, i = 1, 2,3, be real numbers:
llemll2+ IIen II2 > IIeiII2 , l * m * n ,  l,m,n= 1,2,3 [6-24]
And [6-13] must be true for all i * j. Note that among the productions ti t2, ti t3 and t2 13, whatever
the real numbers ti, t2, t3 can be, we will never have two positive productions or three negative pro­
ductions at the same time. Thus we must have:
neither exactly two of e i*e2, e i*e3, e2*e3 are strictly negative
nor all of ei-e2, e r e 3, e2*e3 are strictly positive [6-25]
Since Theorem 6.1 requires e i, e 2 ande3 be coplanar, thus [6-25] indicates that the three vectors
can only have three configurations as shown in Fig. 6.1. Because [6-12] and [6-13] must be satisfied 
at the same time, then we must have
4(er em)2 = (llemll2 + llenll2 -  lle1ll2)(lle1ll2 + llen ll2 -  llemll2)
1 * m 96 n, l,m,n = 1,2,3
Theorem 6.2 requires another necessary condition:
[6-26]
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if ejxek^O , then q * 0  , or 11 e j 112 -+- 11 112 lleill2, i*  j * k  [6-27]
After these conditions are satisfied then we can always solve q, and hence gi, i = 1,2,3, from [6-15]
and/or [6-16]. And then we can solve R from [6-17]. Let’s assume ej andek are two independent
vectors in E . Then the third vector ei must be a linear combination of ej and e^  And gi is also a
linear combination of gj and gk. Notice that our calculation of R from [6-17] automatically
satisfies
ej = R Tgj and ek = R Tgk, [6-28]
so what we need to satisfy is ei = R Tgi. Notice that from [6-1], [6-12] and [6-13] we have
gi = "  T gk = lle j ll»-MlekV -  lïei It2 ((ei'ei)gj + (ek'®i)gk) [6-29]
Thus by requiring ei = R Tgi and using [6-28], [6-29] we must have
e; = llejll2+ l!ekII2 -  lie,II2 ((eJcL,eJ+ (ek'ei)ek) 
Now let’s derive an equivalent condition for [6-30]. Assume
ei-Cjej + Ckek - [ e j  ek]
Left-multiply both sides of [6-31] by [ ej ek ]T we get
Cl
C2
h!a>
i____ e /e j ejTek Ci
e je j e je j elFek Ck
[6-30]
[6-31]
[6-32]
A ^  llejll2llekll2 — (ej-efc)2 > 0
Thus we can solve [6-32] to get
, _ Hekll2(ej*ei) (Cj*Ck)(Ck*Ci)
' j --------------- A -----------------
11 e j 112(e k-e ¡)-(e |-e k)(e ¡-e ¡)
Ck
Because cj and Ck must be unique, so comparing [6-30] with [6-31] we have
[6-33]
___  2ej-ei _ 11 ek 112(ei'ei)-(e j-ekXek-e j)
11 e j 112 -f- 11 ek 112 -  11 ej 112 11 ej II211 e k 112 -  (ej-ek)2
[6-34]
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2eke; _ 11 e j 112(e k'e ¡)-(e j-e ¿(e ¡-e ¡)
llejllz + llekll2 -  lie;!!2 Ilejll2llekll2- ( e rek)2 1 J
Finnally notice that if [6-24] ~ [6-27] and [6-35] are satisfied, then from our procedure listed 
above, we can always find two decompositions of E into the form T x R . Thus in summary we have 
the following theorem:
Theorem 6.3.
A matrix E =
eF
e j
e 3
of rank 2 with ejxek * 0, j * k, j,k = 1,2,3, can be decomposed into the
form T x R , where T is a nonzero vector and R is a rotation matrix, iff [6-35] and [6-24] ~ [6-27] 
are satisfied. 18
Theorem 6.1 tells us only matrices of rank two can be decomposed into the form T xR . Now 
Theorem 6.3 tells us not every matrix of rank two can find a decomposition into T x R . But the least 
square solution of E from [6-4] cannot guarantee the conditions in Theorem 6.1 and Theorem 6.3 
due to the noise effect. So intrinsically the unconstrained two step 8-point linear algorithm will not 
assure a consistent solution of T and R . Thus we argue, in practice, the unconstrained least square 
solution should be replaced by constrained least square solution and then we’ll lose the linearity and 
the closedness of the solution at all. For this reason, we introduce our 3-point algorithm which is 
discussed in section 8.
One thing still in doubt is that whether a small violation in E against the conditions in 
Theorem 6.1 and 6.3 will cause a large variation in T and R if one insists to use some T xR to 
approximate E and which algorithm is the most robust one.
6.3. Recover R when T = 0
In case of pure rotation, the above algorithm may not give robust solution of R if noise exists, 
though sometimes it does give the approximate solution of R . We find our following algorithm is 
quite robust in case of pure rotation. Theorem 2.2 tells us that two point correpondences decide the 
rotation uniquely in case of pure rotation. Now our problem is how to integrate multiple
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correspondences to get a robust solution other than to use only two correspondences. Since the sur­
face is general and the solution of rotation parameters is intrinsically nonlinear, so it seems difficult 
to find a least square solution. Inspired by the central limit theorem, we instead adopt the following 
solution.
Let (xi, yO and (x'i, y'i), i = 1,2, • • •, n, be the correspondence pairs. Divide the indices into 
two groups Si and S2 according to the geometrical position of (xi, yj) such that the center of points 
in Si is distant from the center of those in S2. And let yi be defined as [2-32]. Let -
Sj = E Y i© 'i  =  X Y iieSj ieSj yi
1
, j = 1.2
Then because of [2-31] we must have
[6-36]
[6-37]
8 'j = R 8j, j = 1 ,2  [6-38]
From Theorem 2.2 we can then recover R from
R = [ 8 'i §'2 8'ix5'2 ][ 81 82 81x82 ]_1 [6-39]
Since we assume the center of Si is distant from that of S2, the inversion in [6-39] is well defined.
This calculation is supported by the central limit theorem. And we find even if there is a small 
translation ( when we compare the relative significance of the translation and the rotation we com­
pare the motion they caused in the image plane ), [6-39] still gives good results only if Sx and S2 are 
appropriately selected.
There is still a problem here. How does one know the motion is a pure rotation? One way to 
test the pure rotation situation is following. First try to solve the rotation matrix R using any 
method. Then calculate the average distances between the rotated correspondences and the real 
correspondences, i.e., calculate
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Di = -i- ¿ ( (x 'i  -  x"02 + (y'i -  y"i)2) 
11 1=1
where
[6-40]
_  rn  Xi+r12 yi+r13 
1 r3i xi+r32 yi+r33 [6-41]
..</ _  r2i Xj+r22 yr«23 
y 1 r3i Xi+r32 yj+r33
And let the average motion in the image plane be
Do = -5- £ ( (x 'i  -  x,)2 + (y'i -  yi)2) [6-42]
then, if
Di <  D0 [6-43]
the motion is likely a pure rotation, otherwise, either the sovled R is wrong, or the motion includes 
a translation.
7. Criteria for Optimal Motion Estimation
Before we propose our algorithm for general motion solution we need to discuss something 
about the performance criterion since our goal is to get a globally optimal solution. So far few cri- 
terions have been proposed to judge the best estimation of motion. The least square criterion has 
been used to give a linear solution of motion which is optimal only in that particular approach. In 
last section we have seen that the unconstrained least square method cannot guarantee a consistent 
motion solution and hence the solution of that method may not be meaningful, not to say the accu­
racy. However it still can be used to serve the performance judge for general motion estimation if 
used properly. Let’s state it formally in the following.
First consider the case where T * 0. Then given n pairs of correspondences the optimal solu­
tion should make
D2 4  11A h II2 = h T (ATA )h  [7-1]
minimum, where A and h are defined by [6-2] and [6-5]. The advantage of this cirterion is again 
the linearity and simplicity in computation since the matrix ATA can be calculated in advance and
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does not change with the estimation of motion parameters T and R . Note here we use [7-1] in a 
different way than we use it in section 6. In section 6 we use it to solve h and then to solve 
T and R . But here we use it to give a performance measure for a given motion estimation. To use 
[7-1] properly one should first normalize the norm of translation vector T to the same level, e.g., let 
NT II =1.
The disadvantage of the above criterion is that each point plays a unequal role in t he perfor­
mance decision depending on the geometrical positions of its correspondence and itself in the 
image plane. To make the algorithm more robust we wish the importance of each correspondence 
pair be equalized. Hence we introduce the following criterion. Rewrite the motion epipolar line 
constraint [2-38] as
[ x' y' 1][ a(x,y) b(x,y) c(x,y) ]T = 0 [7-2]
where
[ a(x,y) b(x,y) c(x,y) ]T = (T xR )[ x y 1 ]T [7-3]
then we see, if motion estimation is perfect and there is no error in the correspondence then the
correspondence (x', y') of any point (x, y) should lie on its motion epipolar line defined by[7-2].
Hence the average distance of correspondences to their motion epipolar lines gives a performance
measure of the motion estimation. That is, our new criterion is
Ds £  Zdi [7-4]
where
j  _ I a(xj,yi)x'i + b(xi,yi)y/i + cfeyQ I
Va2(xi,yi) + b2(xi,yi) ^  ^
is the distance of (x'i,y'i) to its estimated motion epipolar line. The computation of D3 is more com­
plex and takes much more time, but the roles of the correpondences are equalized. From our experi­
ences D3 works more robustly than D2 as expected.
Now let’s consider the pure rotation case. Since in this case T = 0, D2 and D3 are of little 
significance. In stead, Di defined in section 6 should be used to judge the optimal estimation of 
rotation.
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In general case, we may first compare D2 or O3 and then calculate Di. If Di is very small, then 
Dx serves the judge, otherwise D2 or D3 serves the judge.
In the pure rotation case, since no structure information can be got from motion, hence it 
seems to us Dj would be the only criterion for optimality of rotation estimation. But if the motion 
involves a translation then many other structural constraints may be incorporated in to give more 
robust performance. D2 and D3 we discussed in this section are all based on the motion epipolar 
constraint and do not take into account the structure information contained in the correspondences 
such as rigidity and orientation constraints, which we discussed in section 3. Howver we would like 
to mention here that in case we can get many correspondences then the criteria we discuss here will 
generally suffice, but if we can only get few correspondences then, the structural information may 
be not only important for the robustness of the algorithm but critical for a unique motion solution. 
In fact since the relative depths can all be calculated from [2-54] after the motion is solved if the 
translation is not zero, then every motion constraint gives a credit to the motion estimation. So we 
can expect if more constraints are adopted in the performance criteria then the algorithm should be 
more robust. Much work is still needed to be done in this aspect.
8 .3-point Algorithm for General Motion Solution
In this section we introduce our algorithm for general motion solution from point correspon­
dences. Our method is based on the plane motion solution discussed in section 5. The solution is 
linear, but we need to search in a reasonable space to find the globally optimal solution. Although 
we use Dx ,D2, and D3 as the performance criteria, this algorithm can give the globally optimal 
solution for any performance criterion because we search. And given a number of correspondences, 
if the motion is uniquely defined by them ( though we don’t know the necessary and sufficient con­
dition under which the motion is uniquely defined so far ), then theoreticall our algorithm can 
always find the right solution if the criterion is approporiate. Now let’s discuss our algorithm.
In section 2 we have shown if depths are known in both frames of images we may solve the 
motion uniquely with three correspondences. In section 5 we have shown if the depths are known in
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one frame of image, then three correspondences give up to four sets of motion solution. And the 
spurious solution can be figured out by applying criterion D2 or D3 or many other constraints. But 
in this paper, our attention is put on monocular vision, hence we do not assume we have any 
knowledge of the depth. Of course sequentially we can get the relative depth information from 
motion, but to avoid the error accumulation we have to have an initializing algorithm. One of our 
goal in motion analysis is to get the solution from as few as possible correspondences and another is 
to make the solution as robust as possible by adopting as much as possible information only if the 
computation time is reasonable. Since three correspondencs in image plane without knowing the 
depth cannot give a finite number of motion solutions thus we need at least four correspondences to 
get a finite number of solutions. In section 3 we have seen that four general surface correspon­
dences will give a group of high dimensional polynomial equations of multiple variables and hence 
it seems a closed form solution is very difficult to get. But in section 5 we have seen four noncol- 
inear but coplanar correspondences give up to two sets of motion solution in a closed form. That’s 
why we use a planar model to solve general motion. The problem for this method is: how does one 
know which four points are coplanar in the space. And another problem is: how can one find a glo­
bally optimal solution satisfying all motion constraints given multiple correspondences? These 
problems are solved by searching.
Since the motion problem is intrinsically a nonlinear problem we understand that any lineari­
zation will introduce some intermediate variables and may violate some constraints in case of noise 
as we see in the 8-point linear algorithm. To solve a nonlinear problem without colsed form solu­
tion the only way is to search. The problem now becomes where to search? How large is the search­
ing space? We find by the help of three correpondences the searching space of the motion parame­
ters is confined by the possible positions of a fourth correspondence. We show this idea in Fig. 8-1. 
Assume Pi, i = 1,2,3, are three noncolinear points in image frame 1, and P'i, i = 1,2,3 are their 
correspondences in image frame 2 respectively. We first trust these three correspondences. It is 
obvious that the three scene points corresponding to Pi, P2, P3 construct a plane in space. The same 
argument is true for P 'x, P'2, P'3. And the two planes are related by the motion. Let Ci and C2 be the 
central point of line PiP2 and line P1P3 respectively, and S be the intersection point of line P2C2 and
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line P3C1. We assume Q , C2 and S are all on the same plane that Pi, P2 and P3 define. These three 
points are just artificial and hence may not be seen in the image because the real scene surface may 
be curved. However we know that the correspondence of Ci in image frame 2 must lie at some 
point between the line interval P'iP'3 and the correspondence of S in the image frame 2 must lie 
within the triangle AP'iP^P^. So immediately we see the searching space is no larger than the tri­
angle AP'iP/2F 3 since the real motion is definitely defined by the four coplanar correspondences 
besides a dual motion. To further reduce the searching space, we first introduce the following 
theorem.
Theorem 8.1.
Assume (Xi, Yi, Zi) (X'j, Y'j, Z'O, i = 1,2,3 and
P: Pi = (Xi, Yi, Zi) -> Pi = (Xi, yi), P'i = (X'i, Y'i, Z'O -> p'i = (x'i, y'i), i = 1,2,3 
and (Xi, Yi, Zi), i = 1,2,3, are three colinear points in the space with their projections on the image
plane satisfying
x3 = (xi + x2)/2, y3 = (yi + y2)/2 
(see Fig. 8.2, where p' = ((xi+x2)/2,(y1+y2)/2) ). Then
where
I x'3- ( x'i+x'2)/2 I
1 y ' z - ( y \ + y ' i ) l i  i
Id - I l  Ix'2-x'iI 
H T T ---------- 2------ ’
i d - 11 ly V y 'ii
i n --------2—
[8-1]
[8-2]
Proof: See Appendix B. Q.E.D..
d = ZiZ'2■Z1ZJ [8-3]
This theorem tells us if we use the center point of P'iP'2 to approximate C'i, then the error can 
be calculated from [8-2]. Similar argument can be applied to C'2. Note that in [8-2], the coordinates 
of two end points can be assumed known since we know P'i, for i = 1,2,3. The only thing we don’t 
know is d, which is a function the depths of two end point in both images. But by assuming a 
smooth motion and high enough frame rate we can always confine the range of d to a very safe 
extent. For example, we can assume
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Id-11 < 0.2 or 0.8 < d < 1.2. [8-4]
Sequentially we can have a prediction of d. But initially we need to search a relatively larger win­
dow. Now it is clear that the searching window of S' is defined by the searching range of C'i and 
C'2. This is shown in Fig. 8.3.
To allow small errors in the three correspondences P'i, i = 1,2,3» one can still search them in 
the neighborhoods around each correspondence, as shown in Fig. 8.4. This searching space is 
reasonably small if the given three correspondences are reliable. After we decide the seaching 
space the problem left is to find the optimal solution. We use D3 and Dj or D2 and Di as the perfor­
mance criterion to select out the best solution by the help of many other correspondences. To make 
our algorithm clear, we list the procedures in the following:
Step 1. Initialization: including deciding the searhing window by controling the parameter d 
in [8-2].
Step 2. Pick up three points Pit P2, P3 and their correspondences and calculate the center point 
position of the triangle center S. To make the algorithm robust, the three points should separate as 
far as possible to make use of the full resolution of the camera. But the seaching space of S' will be 
consequently large, of course.
Step 3. Produce four would-be correspondences in the four searching windows and to get up 
to two sets of solutions of motion by using the plane model for each set of four correspondences.
Step 4. Calculate the performance of the current motion solutions by the help of many other 
correspondences and adopting D3 (or D2) and Di. It is found the more correspondences are adopted, 
the more robust is the algorithm. But the computation is of course heavier.
Step 5. Refresh the best motion solution by comapring the performance function values of 
the current motion solutions to that of the best one solved earlier.
Step 6. Repeat Step 2 to 5 until all possibilities are done.
Now let’s discuss a little bit about the characteristics of this algorithm. This algorithm is based 
on the idea as: now that a closed form solution of global optimality is difficult to get why don’t we 
search a little bit? The problem is how and where to search. Now in this algorithm we transform the
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search of the motion parameters to the search of the correspondence of an artificial point and 
confine the searching space to a reasonalbe extent. This is quite different from the traditional direct 
solution method. Another character of this algorithm is that we introduce an optimality criterion to 
the motion solution. In fact this algorithm will work for any performance criterion. This algorithm 
makes use of the full resolution of the camera and all possible correspondences and promise a con­
sistent, unified and robust solution for any kind of surface (except line) and motion. We should 
mention here that the searching can be done hierarchily and parallelly. However, there is also a 
disadvantage in this algorithm. That is, it relies too much on the three correspondences used for 
constructing the triangle. If any one of the three correspondences is very erromeous or all the three 
points are infinitely far away, then we may not get the globally optimal solution in the specified 
searching window. So one must be careful in selecting the three points.
9. Long Range Motion and Short Range Motion
In this section we discuss the long range motion and the short range motion. In the past, the 
attentions of most researchers are focused on short range motion. To make matching correspon­
dences easy, small motion is an inevitable assumption in the low level processing. However small 
motion in the image plane may cause the motion estimation nonrobust. But in large motion case 
the correspondences can hardly be got directly. And short range motion parameters are also useful 
for navigation, robots, depth estimation etc.. We treat this problem in this section.
Our opinion is that one’d better accumulate the short range correspondences to get long range 
correspondences to get long range motion, and then decompose the long range motion into short 
range motion. This procedure makes the motion estimation well-conditioned. Let’s show our pro­
cedure. Assume we have a sequence of images I0, Ii, I2, • * *, In taken at time to, tb t2, • • •, tn, and 
assume there be a reasonable number of point correspondences between each image pair. The 
correspondences between lo and In may not be directly available if the motion between to and tn is 
large. However, correspondences between tM and tj, i = 1,2,3, • • • ,n can be directly available if the 
sampling rate is high enough regarding to the motion. Thus we can pass the information from
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ti to tn to get indirect correspondences between tn and to. However in the passing process we should 
be aware that errors will not accumulate. One way or maybe the best way to guarantee this is to do 
matching between Ij and Io with the information got from the matching between Ij_i and Io and 
between Ij and I*_i. After we get the matchings, we can now solve the long range motion. Let 
R n, T n be the motion between tn and to, for n = 1,2,3, • • •, and let R n^ -i, be the motion
between tn andtn_i. Roughly we can say that R n andTn is long range motion and 
R n,n-i andT^n-i is short range motion. Then from the correspondences between In andIo and 
between In_iandIo, we can solve R n, T n, Rn_i, andTn»!. From the motion relation we should 
have (see [5-72])
Tn = T njl- l  + R n,n-lTn- l  [9-1]
In stead of calculating the short range motion Rn^i-i, T^n-i from the correspondences between
In and In-i, we can calculate them from
R imi-1 — »
Tn,n-1 — T n Rn,n-lTn-l [9-2]
The reason for this methodology is easy to be seen. We all know that, to the extent the 
correspondences are available the larger the motion is, the more accurate the estimation of it will 
be. Even if direct matching between In and Io cannot be done, this method may still give better per­
formance. Let’s see it from a simple mathematical description. Assume the correspondence error e 
in x (or y) is a white noise with variance a2. Thus in matching Ij and Ii_i we will have error ei5 for i 
= 1,2,3, • • •., and we assume the real motion in x is Sx, correspondingly. Because we pass the infor­
mation from ti to ^  we will have the correspondence error between tn and to as
[9-3]
and the real motion will be
Axn = Sxi [9-4]
Obviously rj is a zero mean noise of variance na2. Because the motion is continuous in general, 5xj 
will add positively to each other most often. So we can expect the signal to noise ratio will have the
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relation
(Axn)2 _ (| l 5Xi)2 ^ (8xj)2 _____:----- »— — -------*—  ^ — *—, rormost 1, U s i s n [9-5]no' no'
An numerical example is that 8x2 = 28x1, and we see (AX2)2 /  2a2 > (Sx*)2 / a 2, for i = 1,2. 
This means [9-2] will be more robust in average than calculating R njl_i and T ^ - i  from the 
correspondences between In and In_i. If direct matching between In and Io is available, then ,the 
performance should be improved much more. Of course the description here is still too simple, but 
it supports the idea that short range motion estimation calculated from long range motion estimation 
may be more robust than that calculated directly from short range correspondences.
10. Experiment Results
The experiment results are to appear in the sebsequent papers for formal publication.
11. Summary
In this paper we presented some basic theorems, constraints and equations for the motion 
problem. These theoretical results could be essential for the motion estimation problem since they 
deal with some basic problems of motion and give simplest results. We also proposed several cri­
teria for optimal motion estimation. We discussed several algorithms for general and planar motion 
solution. Almost all theorems in this paper have been directly or indirectly proved by experiments. 
And the algorithms introduced here seem superior to the existing similar algorithms if there is any. 
As long as no closed form nonlinear algorithm for general motion solution is available, our algo­
rithm for general motion solution via planar model could be a good approach since it can minimize 
any given cost function by searching in a reasonable and predictable space.
In this paper we only deal with the perspective and monocular vision and we assume the 
correspondences are already available. In our following work we shall extend our results to other
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situations and work on the motion problem from the very beginning. The readers may also find that 
we are trying to unify the motion problem into a nice representation. Our results will be issued in a 
series of papers.
Appendix A
Assume N is solved and
then from
UN II =1 [A-l]
we have
R TR = (K -T N t)t(K -TN t ) = I [A-2]
or
KTK -K ^ N T -N T T K  +N T tTNt = I [A-3]
IIT ll2NNT = I - K tK + K 'i'TNT + NTt K 
Premultiply [A-4] by NT and postmultiply it by N and use [A-l] we’ll get
[A-4]
IIT II2 = 1-IIKN II2 + 2NtK t T 
Replace [A-5] into [A-4] and reorder it we have
[A-5]
(1-IIKN II2)NNt + K t K - I  = K tTNt + NTt K - 2NtKtTNNt [A-6]
Because of the symmetry [A-6] only gives us up to 6 different equations. So in the following we 
only list useful elements in matrices. Let
= ( 1 -  IIKN ll2)NNT + KTK - I
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Then
Q =
01 02 03
02 04 05
03 05 06
L -1
K = [ k ! k 2 k 3 ]
k?X m kfT  n2kpT n3k JX
KTXN7 = kJX [ ni n2 n3 ] = n,kJX  n2k JX n3kJX
kJX i^kfX  n2kJX  n3kJX
[A-7]
[A-8]
[A-9]
K tTNt + NTTTK = K tTNt + (KtTNt)t
2njkfX  (n1k J+ n 2k ir )T (nik f+ n 3k?')T 
2n2k jT  (n2k J+ n 3kJ)X
2n3k JT
-2N tK tTNNt = -2(n[k J + n2k J  + n3kJ)X
nf nin2 nin3 
n} n2n3 
n}
Thus from [A-6] we have
0i = (-2n?+2ni)kf + (-2n?n2)k J  + (-2n?n3)k JT
02 = (-2n?n2+n2)kf + (^njn^+n^k J  + ( ^ n ^ n ^ k f T
03 = (-2n?n3+n3)k J  + (-2n!n2n3)k J  + (-2nin^+ni)k JT  
04 = (-2n^ni)kF + (-2n^+2n2)k J  + (-2n^n3)k JT
[A-10]
[A-11]
[A-12]
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q5 = (-2nin2n3)k J  + (-2n3n£fn3)k J  + (-2n2n£fn2)k jT
q6 = (-2 iW )k F  + (-2n2ni)k J  + (-2n^+2n3)k?T
Finally rearrange [A-12] into a matrix form we get the equation [5-38]. A direct rank check pro­
cedure shows that the rank of W is always 3 if [A-l] holds.
Appendix B
The line / passing (Xi, Yx, Z{) and (X2, Y2, Zq) can be represented by
X = S(X2- X 1) + X1 
Y = S(Y 2 - Y 1) + Y 1 
Z = S(Z2 - Z 1) + Zl
where S is a parameter. Now assume (X3, Y3, Z3) is a point on / such that
x3
A x 3 _  1 , x i , x 2x A (xi + x2)
= T5’ " T (-z r  + 7 7 } = — ’—
then we must have some s such that
X3 = s(X2 - X 1) + X 1 
Y3 = s(Y2 - Y 1) + Y l 
Z3 = s(Z2 -  Zi) + Zi
and
[B-l]
[B-2]
[B-3]
s(X2 -  Xx) + X! 
s(Z2 -  Z\) + Z\
Using [B-2] we can solve [B-4] to get
1 Xx X2
T ('z r  + ^ ) - X3
s = x3Z i - X i
■ X T - X x - x ^ - Z x )
X 2 7  x  
~2qZl ~ Xl
* - * - < * * - * «
It is easy to show that
[B-4]
[B-5]
1 -  s Z2
—  = -zr p -si
Now assume the motion make (X;, Y;, Zi) <— > (X'i.Y'j.Z'i), i=  1,2,3. Because of the rigidity
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condition we must also have
X'3 = s(X 2 -  X'i) + X'i = sX'2 + (l-s)X 'i 
Y'3 = s(Y'2 -  Y'O + Y'i = sY'2 + (l-s)Y'x
Z'3 = s(Z'2 -  Z'i) + Z'i = sZ'2 + (l-s)Z 'i [B-7]
To prove [B-7] one just need require
(Z'r Z'i)2 + (Y'j-Y'i)2 + (X'j—X'x)2 = (Z-ZO2 + (Yj-YO2 + (Xr Xi)2 , j = 2,3. [B-8]
and that (X3, Y3, Z3) is inside (X1? Yx, Zx) and (X2, Y2, Z2). Now assume
P: (X'i, Y'i, Z'i)—»(x'i, y'i), i = 1,2,3
then we have
x'3 - ( x'x + x'2)/2
sX'2 + (l-s)X'x I / X'i , X'2x
■ sZ’2 + (l-s)Z'! “ T (‘Z,T + ‘ZY)
1 2Z'iZ'2 sX ' 2  + 2(l-s)X '1Z '1Z'2 -  X'2Z'i[sZ'2 + (l-s)Z 'i] -  + (l-s)Z'i]
" T ------------------------------------- Z'2Z’1[sZ'2 + (l-s)Z'i]-----------------------------------
1 sZ \Z '2X ' 2  + (l-% )X \Z\Z '2 -(l-& )X '2 Z ' i - i X ' iZ’i  
-  T ------------------- ■¿'2Z'llsZ’2 + (l-s)Z’l\------------------
_ 1 (X'2Z'! -  X \Z '2 )(sZ’ 2  -  (l-s)Z'!)
“ T  Z'2 Z\[?2‘2 + ( \ - s)Z’{\
X'2 X'i Z'2 a - s)
_ T T ) Z 7 ~  s
"^2 (1-s)
■ZT + ' s
Using [B-6], we immediately have
lx, (x'i + x'2) 1 _  Id -11  Ix ^ -X ^ la n
where
[B-9]
[B-10]
The same reason, we have
d = Z,Z'2Z^ZJ
(y'i + y'2), _ i d - 1 1  iy '2-y 'ii 
y 3 — 2 — 1 -  - B n --------------2 —
[B-ll]
[B-12]
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